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INTRODUCTION
This is the Digni report to Norad for 2015. The report is divided into two main sections, 
covering the work of the project portfolio, and of the secretariat. The portfolio report is for-
matted according to Digni’s Results-Based Management Framework, which was developed 
in 2012. The secretariat report includes highlights from 2015. The full report is based on 
the agreement with Norad in Attachment 1 of the framework agreement.

We have decided to follow the same format as last year’s report. The most important 
results are found in part one Portfolio which are analysis and outtakes from the 118 
projects – presented through Selected Milestones, Cross-cutting Themes, Thematic re-
ports, Earmarked Funding and Evaluations from 2015. It is worth mentioning that many 
good achievements were made with the extra funding Digni received in 2015; when the 
extraordinary situation in Nepal occurred Digni was able to act fast and humanitarian aid 
was provided to the victims of the earthquake. The unstable situation in Egypt and Syria; 
where democracy and freedom is suffering – was supported with earmarked funding 
through a project that supports the freedom of believes by giving voice to the immense 
importance of freedom, democracy and human rights in the area.

Regarding the secretariat, some of the most important results and processes we have 
been involved in are mentioned in this report. The report displays an organization that sett 
out to influence the development agenda on a global scale; the efforts on the UN-arena 
has given results. Digni will use this experience to continue its goal of influencing the 
structural change that needs to take place – in order to reduce poverty and continue to 
build these efforts on local initiatives, faith and culture. 

In 2015, Digni finalized the report form the three-year Environmental Competence build-
ing Program. The goal of the program was to establish the link between environmental 
engagement and the Christian faith. The assumption was, and is, that when we are able to 
anchor our engagement within our faith and identity we will see more sustained engage-
ment, stronger ownership and more results. Furthermore, this link should also inspire 
other Christian NGOs and churches to commit themselves to the cause. Digni will start the 
follow up of the findings and challenges in 2016-17. 

We would like to thank Norad, our members and their partners for good cooperation 
and learning in 2015. Together we are strengthening the civil society in many different 
countries and in many different ways. We hope to continue the good partnerships and 
relationships in the years to come, - and the goal remains the same: a world where dignity 
prevails; which means a world without suffering, poverty and injustice - in a sustainable 
environment

Throughout 2015, Digni has held the ISO NS-EN ISO 9001:2008 certificate.

Jørn Lemvik
General Secretary

COVER PHOTO: Benancia Carla Ramos is building her own house in El Alto, Bolivia. She has got a loan to finance her house 
from the micro bank Diakonia in Bolivia. The bank was started with funding from Bistandsnemnda (later Digni) and Misjon-
salliansen in 1991, and is now sustainable without any foreign funding. (Photo: Sigbjørn P. Kiserud).
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Areopagos (AR)
The Norwegian Bible Society (BS) 
Evangelical Lutheran Free Church of Norway (DELF) 
De Frie Evangeliske Forsamlinger (DFEF) 
Baptist Union of Norway (DNB) 
The Mission Covenant Church of Norway (DNM) 
The Salvation Army (FA) 
HimalPartner (HP) 
Kristen Muslimmisjon (KMM) 
Christian Sports Contact (KRIK) 
The United Methodist Church (MM) 
Norwegian Lutheran Mission (NLM) 
The Mission Alliance (MA) 
The Norwegian Mission Society (NMS) 
Normisjon (NOR) 
The Pentecostal Foreign Mission of Norway (PYM) 
Stefanus Alliance International (STEF) 
Youth With a Mission (UIO) 
Wycliffe (WYC)

DIGNI MEMBERS WITH ABBREVIATIONS: 
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PORTFOLIO
PART ONE:

This is the report on the results from the Digni portfolio. It 
consists of six chapters: Portfolio profile, selected milesto-
nes and reports on cross-cutting issues, thematic results, 
and results from the earmarked funding Digni has received 
in 2015. The main learning points and follow-up of external 
evaluations are included as well.  A list of all the external 
evaluations conducted in the project portfolio in 2015 is 
attached to the annual report. The thematic results reports 
are structured in accordance with Digni’s Results-Based 
Management Framework. The framework is divided into 
nine thematic areas with subsequent focus areas and out-
come levels. 

Mary Wahome is coordinating the work 
of several savings and loan groups in and 
around Nakuru in Kenya. In addition, she 
runs a hairdressing salon and has hired two 
girls to help her. (Photo: Kåre Eriksen)
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF PORTFOLIO

THEMATIC DISTRIBUTION OF PORTFOLIO

1. PORTFOLIO PROFILE

54%

34%

14%

Africa Asia Latin-America

TOTAL:

Latin-America:

Asia:

Africa:

 165 973 256 

 24 805 648 

 55 978 299 

 85 189 309 
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COUNTRYWISE ALLOCATION OF FUNDS

Afghanistan  2 224 154 
Burundi  668 891 
Bangladesh  4 832 391 
Bolivia  13 658 374 
Bhutan  546 987 
Burma  2 391 353 
China  8 290 730 
Ivory Coast  2 420 649 
Cameroon  1 013 143 
DR Congo  6 566 141 
Republic of Congo  1 785 513 
Colombia  1 498 130 
Ecuador  7 505 514 
Egypt  2 402 000 
Ethiopia  15 204 686 
Haiti  540 596 
India  6 036 088 
Indonesia  577 865 
Kenya  12 098 785 
Cambodia  5 333 924 
Liberia  10 386 754 
Madagascar  11 101 147 
Mali  4 241 057 
Mongolia  4 692 517 
Mozambique  1 662 248 
Nepal  8 496 644 
Pakistan  3 180 353 
Palestine  3 393 504 
Peru  1 208 415 
Paraguay  394 619 
Africa (unspecified)  1 429 234 
South and eastern Africa (unspecified)  1 097 535 
Senegal  1 052 247 
Sierra Leone  1 750 728 
Somalia  1 598 203 
Vietnam  5 981 789 
Swaziland  3 031 620 
Tanzania  960 318 
Uganda  2 289 496 
Zimbabwe  2 428 911 
TOTAL  165 973 256 
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2. SELECTED MILESTONES

HIV-INFECTED NOW CLAIMS THEIR RIGHTS

After having courses on human rights and civil society, HIV/AIDS-infected in Kenya are 
now having better living conditions.

The churches are significant actors in civil 
society in Kenya. For this reason it is important 
to make the churches into positive actors in the 
response towards HIV and AIDS, rather than ac-
tors perpetuating the stigma. The Bible Society is 
an ecumenical organization with board members 
representing all the various churches and de-
nominations. This gives the Bible Society a unique opportunity to speak to the members 
and leaders of the churches empowering and enabling them to be strong and positive 
actors in society and to act together. The Good Samaritan HIV program therefore uses a 
value-based approach where stories from the Bible are used to convey a message of love 
rather than condemnation.
 In Pala province close to Kisumu in Nyanza, Karen Omanga explains that before 
the Good Samaritan HIV Program was introduced in the region in 2011, nobody had the 
courage to speak openly about HIV and AIDS. The purpose of the Good Samaritan HIV 
Program is to reduce stigma in society, provide hope and give life skills to people infected 
and affected by HIV. Karen and the other people in the self help-group said it is no longer 
difficult to talk about HIV. 
 But the groups did not only discuss HIV and mutual support, they had also started 
table banking/small group banking, the groups were raising poultry, they had secured 
funding for digging a well and were doing small scale farming, securing their own liveli-
hood. In 2015 they had further expanded the work. The authorities agreed that if the 
groups provided a house, the authorities would set up a clinic. The clinic makes it easier 
to get tested, and receive medication. Furthermore, they established a day care and 

COUNTRY: Kenya
DIGNI-MEMBER: The Norwegian 
Bible society.
LOCAL PARTNER: The Bible 
Society in Kenya.

A group of 32 women in Machacos in Kenya are regularily visiting HIV-patients, spreading information and breaking the stigma.
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school for the children of the people in the groups, so that the parents 
would be able to work. 
 Both members of the self help-groups and the community at large 
are benefitting from this project. The livelihood initiatives are primar-
ily for the group’s members, but anyone can copy the efforts. The 
reduction of stigma and attitudinal and behavior change benefits all 
people infected or affected by HIV, whereas some of the benefits of the 
achievements of the groups are accessible to the whole community; 
such as the well and the clinic. 
 The targeted outcome was to give new hope to people infected or 
affected by HIV and a reduction of stigma in the community. This goal 
was achieved through the efforts of the people on the ground. How-
ever, through the teaching in the program, and guidance on network-
ing they were encouraged and empowered to themselves be actors in 
improving the situation in their own community. Furthermore, people 
living with HIV in the area testifies to an attitudinal change among lead-
ers and members of the local churches. Now the churches are positive 
actors in the response to HIV and AIDS.
 The program was initiated through Training of Trainers workshops. 
The people attending were very inspired and were eager to implement 

and use the learning. However, they also felt despondent that the situation was challeng-
ing in terms of livelihood. How could they stay well if they had no food to eat? The Bible 
Society of Kenya sat down with them and discussed how they could be able to use the 
resources they had in the best possible way, and further who they could network with and 
how to increase capacity in areas such as table banking, poultry raising and farming. The 
Bible Society of Kenya also assisted in writing an application to UNICEF to get funding for 
the groups to dig the well.
 The same program has been set up in Ethiopia and many other African countries.

A group of women in Homabay near Kisumu in Kenya consists people both infected and non-infected of the HIV-virus.

Hezekieh Omanga (left) 
and Karen Omanga 
demonstrates one of the 
outputs of the self-help 
groups in their village; 
clean water.
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In june 2015, the Salvation Army in Norway 
informed Digni that they had decided to end the 
project 10755 Zambezia Agricultural project in 
Mozambique. The decision was made on the 
basis of a mutual understanding between the 
Salvation Army in Norway and the organization’s 
International Headquarter in London. The reason 
was lack of organizational capacity and delayed annual reports from the project the first 
and the second year of the project. It was initially planned for five years (2013 – 2017). 
The reports were submitted four months after the official deadline of the Salvation Army 
in Norway, and two months after Digni’s deadline. This happened despite a warning tell-
ing that the project would be stopped if the management didn’t deliver the second year’s 
annual report on time. It didn’t and, consequently, the projected was closed in June 2015 
after two and a half year’s running.

Why did the Salvation Army close the project?
A major reason that affected the project negatively was an unforeseen severe flooding in 
January 2015 that proved to be a once in 100-year event. The flood destroyed the fields, 
damaged the entire district and left many people homeless. Most of the practical result 
achieved by the project were destroyed, so the beneficiaries had to restart the whole 
cultivating process. A wide cooperation on emergency and a more long-term restoration 
work provided much higher financial support to the area than the project could offer. The 
restoration work is now lead both by the government and a range of other NGOs.  
 Apart from the flood, the Salvation Army also identified two major challenges. The 
biggest one was the remoteness of the project area. The project was located about 1 600 
km away from the administrative headquarter for the Territory and 600 km away from the 
administrative headquarter of the Division. Due to the long distance, it was difficult to 
monitor the project regularly. In 2014, the responsible at the central level could not carry 
out a planned monitoring visit. There was a political tension in the country so it was im-
possible to drive from Maputo to Zambezia because of the insecurity along the road. Flight 
tickets to the area were also very expensive and allowed only one visit per year instead of 
three to four as planned. The insufficient capacity of the local project coordinator was also 
a huge challenge. Although the project provided capacity building on administration and 
specific thematic areas, he needed external support most of the time. 

Lesson learned
Lessons learned are, 1) serious consideration of the competence and capacity is crucial 
for a project when recruiting staff members and 2) we need to reflect on the pros and 
cons of running projects in remote areas. Few competent people are willing to work far 
away from the cities. 

Positive impact of the project
Despite the ending of the project after only 2,5 years, the TSA Mozambique has become a 
respected development agent in the community, thanks to the project. As a result, the TSA 
Mozambique was entrusted many responsibilities on supporting the victims of the flood. 
They also took a large part coordinating and managing the restoration work.

DIGNI-MEMBER CLOSED PROJECT AFTER DELAYED REPORTS

COUNTRY: Mozambique
DIGNI-MEMBER: The 
Salvation Army in Norway
LOCAL PARTNER: The Salvation 
Army in Mozambique
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Previously, the church worked for the people. Now they work with the people. This 
model have given unexpected results.

The collaboration model Partnership in Develop-
ment has achieved great success through a new 
way of working with development. Now, the local 
organizations have a leading role in the planning 
and implementation of new projects. 
 By working with the program Partnership in 
Development, the church has gained a new tool 

to work with development in the most remote areas of Zimbabwe. The project provides 
training and courses to local committees. All of the committees have a democratic struc-
ture and it is responsible for applying for support, creating engagement in the villages, 
keeping records and writing reports. The Committee is composed across gender, age and 
religion.
 The committee also examines the key needs in the affected area. Partnership 
in Development requires large contributions from the local community in terms of work-
related material (rock, sand, bricks or water) or labor. Several village committees are also 
doing door-to-door fundraising in their community, or seeking support from governments 
or other organizations. The project provides limited support the activities, but supports the 
education and training of the committees to enable them to carry out their own activities.
 This way of working has created a lot of initiatives in the villages. Several of the 
beneficiaries have moved on to become politicians and democracy activist – the training 
provided by the program bears fruit outside its own scope. A number of villages have also 
conducted their own projects, but without support from the program. By strengthening the 
local civil society, people are empowered to claim their rights and hold governments ac-
countable.  
 The various projects has provided series of different results. Some examples 
are students who have access to school in the community, especially girls, disabled who 
can now go to school nearby, locals who get access to clean water and local clinics that 
reduces the number of deaths.
 The program is developed by local Methodist churches, in collaboration with Digni 
and the Methodist Church in Norway. It is operated today in Liberia, Sierra Leone and Zim-
babwe.

NEW MODEL FOR DEVELOPMENT WORK 
STRENGTHENS LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS

COUNTRY: Zimbabwe
DIGNI-MEMBER: The Norwegian 
Methodist Church
LOCAL PARTNER: The United 
Methodist Church in Zimbabwe

Previously, female genital mutilation was common practice in virtually all Mali. Now 
twelve villages discontinued the practice, by decision of village committees. The pro-
gram’s holistic approach has been crucial for its success.

An integrated development project in Mopti 
region in Mali has helped to strengthen local civil 
society and prevent female genital mutilation 
(FGM) (also known as female circumcision) of 
girls. The project has in 2015 been working in 46 
towns and villages. 
 In 2015, 12 villages and towns signed 
agreements in order to stop cutting of girls the in Mopti region. The project is seeking to 

12 VILLAGES NOW STOPS FEMALE GENITAL MUTILATION

COUNTRY: Mali
DIGNI-MEMBER: The Norwegian 
Mission Society (NMS)
LOCAL PARTNER: Evangelical 
Lutheran Mission in Mali
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cooperate with religious leaders, with the local governmental structure, and other NGO’s. 
This work has given a lot of results. Konna is the largest town that signed the agreement, 
and the decision was made after democratic processes in all the five districts in the town. 
The criteria (from the government) is that 80 % of the population is agreeing on the aban-
donment before they may sign the agreement. In Konna, the agreement came in coopera-
tion with the local imam.
 The Imam in Konna started by bringing the question of FGM in front of the re-
gional Islamic council in the large mosque in Mopti. The council studied the Qur’an, and 
concluded that circumcision of girls was not a religious obligation. The imams from Mopti 
even brought the issue to the national Islamic council. As a result, village and religious 
leaders in all over the region of Mopti, is referring to this decision in the large mosque in 
Mopti as they fight to abandon FGM.
 By working in a holistic approach, the project is combining accompanying activi-
ties as income generating activities for women, vegetable gardening for women and corn 
banks, with strengthening the local democratic structure, at the same time as they never 
forget to stop FGM. At communal and village level, as well as regional and national levels, 
there are committees working to abandon harmful traditional practices. The project is 
mobilizing villages and communes to establish their own committee, who will continue to 
work after the project has finished. At least 50 % of the members of these committees are 
to be women. Religious leaders are also to be represented. In our area, each religion is se-
lecting their representative in the committees: the Muslims have one representative, and 
the Christians have one. Mopti region is considered a remote area, with a lot of poverty, 
lack of food and water, and very few children is fulfilling school.

Mental disorders has for a long time been highly stigmatized. Now, a local civil society 
organization helped to raise the topic in the country’s national health strategy.

Mental health has not been part of the health 
definition i Nepal. Koshish, a local NGO is 
advocating stubbornly for people with mental 
disorders, has become highly respected for their 
advocacy work. The organization have recieved 
funding and advice from Digni-member Himalpartner in Norway, to raise the awareness 
around mental health.
 One of the main achivements of the organisation is the “National Health Policy, 
2014” for Nepal, were mental health is integrated into the official health definition. The 
health plan emphasizes that all necessary health care for persons with mental, intellec-
tual and physical disabilities will be offered in the most essential health services.
 Himalpartner has initiated a network of organizations working with mental health 
in Nepal. This network have built alliances around the topic. Koshish is currently head of 
the network organization, the National Network for Mental Health. Koshish was also invit-
ed into the ”National Consultation Program” in March 2015, were feedback on the human 
rights situation in Nepal was gathered. Koshish contributed so that the report (Universal 
Review Report) had a paragraph about mental health under the chapter “Right to health”. 
 Now Koshish is frequently asked for advice by politicians, media and organisations 
about mental health.

PUTTING MENTAL HEALTH ON THE AGENDA IN NEPAL

COUNTRY: Nepal
DIGNI-MEMBER: Himalpartner
LOCAL PARTNER: Koshish
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Health agents granted fewer drop outs and 74 percent less unwanted pregnancies.

In Mozambique, drop outs from schools is a 
major challenge. While 94 percent of girls in the 
country enroll to primary school, more than half 
drop out by the fifth grade. Only 11 percent of 
the girls continue on to study at secondary level, 
and just 1 percent continue on to college, USAID 
reports1. 
 Behind these alarming numbers we find a cultural practice where young girls are 
married off at an early age. 14 percent of girls in the country are married before the age of 
15 years, while 48 percent are married on their 18th birthday2.
 Digni-member Pentacostal Foreign Mission (PYM) and their partner Messenger 
of God International (MDI) runs a project with so called “girls clubs” in the schools3. The 
project provides health agents, that offer individual counselling on general and reproduc-
tive health and support teachers in the follow up of their students. 
 The number of drop outs has decreased steadily after the project and the girls 
clubs emphasized the importance of education for girls: from 481 in 2012, to 270 in 
2013, 132 in 2014, and 80 in 2015. From 2012 til 2015, the number of drop outs had an 
80 percent decrease in the project area. At the same time the girls clubs helped 63 of the 
80 girls that dropped out in 2015, back to school.
 The girls clubs have also worked on awareness raising to prevent teenage preg-
nancies. The results are a clear decrease in unwanted pregnancies among the young girls: 
from 70 i 2012, 26 in 2013, only 7 in 2014, but climbing to 18 in 2015.
 The agents explain the decrease in the number of drop outs and unwanted preg-
nancies with the fact that an increased number of girls get access to information through 
the girls clubs and also approach them for individual counselling. In 2012, the activistas 
had 1033 individual counselling sessions, in 2013 1063, in 2014 2768, and in 2015 
2327.
 This project has led to close cooperation between schools, authorities, church and 
the local community. They now display and increased involvement in girls education.
 The greatest challenge for the project is the sustainability issue. The projects fol-
lows a cost-effective model given the close involvement of the girls clubs. It has a great 
potential for upscaling. However, the local school authorities do not have the resources to 
scale up and do not have plans to hire their own activistas. The church sees the potential 
in this project and is now looking for ways to ensure the sustainability of the project. 

83 PERCENT LESS DROP OUTS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS

COUNTRY: Mozambique
DIGNI-MEMBER: Pentacostal 
Foreign Mission (PYM)
LOCAL PARTNER: Messenger of 
God International (MDI)

1. https://www.usaid.gov/mozambique/education
2. http://www.girlsnotbrides.org/child-marriage/mozambique/

The health agents visits 
different schools in the 
project area. From left; 
Cacilda Ernesto, Mical 
Zunguene, Ana Vanda, 
Joana Cufene and 
Alcinda Manjate.
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3.1 CONFLICT SENSITIVITY

3.2 ENVIRONMENT

In 2015, eight members report that the Do No Harm tool has been actively used in the 
projects and in the partner organizations. Although this tool is used differently based on 
the context of operation and level of training in Do No Harm principles, it is positive to see 
that there is a continuous awareness on conflict sensitivity among Digni members and their 
partners.  Some have also become certified trainers, which is a resource that more mem-
bers in Digni can use. We also see that larger partner organizations make use of resource 
persons within their own organization who work more on conflict sensitivity issues. This is 
for example true in the Free Pentecostal Fellowship of Kenya, which lifts this issue up on an 
organizational level as well1.  
 Many of Dignis members report that long- term partnerships and good relationships 
on grassroots levels contribute to greater understanding and conflict mitigation. Through 
community conversations and increased awareness on the importance of conflict sensitiv-
ity in planning, implementation and reporting, unforeseen harm can be avoided. Norwegian 
Lutheran Mission reports that they withdrew from a district after dialogue and agreements 
with a local community did not succeed. This decision was made in order to avoid further 
conflict2. This awareness that project implementation should not become a source of conflict 
in the communities is important. 
 Digni has developed some tools in 2015 so that it will be easier for the projects to in-
clude conflict sensitive approaches in their planning, implementation and reporting. Conflict 
analysis should be apart of all project applications, but we see that this is a challenge for 
some and therefore we hope this tool can be of help and improve the conflict analysis that 
we receive. 

For 2015 most Digni members report that they are engaged in environmental issues at 
some level; it is fair to say that environmental awareness has become an integrated part of 
the Digni portfolio. Nevertheless, there are huge variations. Some has it as an essential part 
of their operations, as cross cutting themes and included in their by-laws. Others state that it 
is not an explicit thematic area within their portfolio, but still one can read from the reports, 
that environmental awareness is incorporated. 
 In 2015, Digni finalized the report form the three-year Environmental Competence 
building Program. It has been distributed among our members and provides solid learning 
points. The goal of the program was to establish the link between environmental engage-
ment and the Christian faith. The assumption was that when we are able to anchor our 
engagement within our faith and identity we would see more sustained engagement and 
stronger ownership. Furthermore, this link should also inspire other Christian NGOs and 
churches to commit themselves to the cause. Due to capacity challenges, Digni has not 
been able to provide a sufficient follow up of the report. This will be done in 2016-17.      

 1. Conflict sensitivity report from The Norwegian Pentecostal Mission 2015
 2. Conflict sensitivity report from The Norwegian Lutheran Mission 2015

3. CROSS-CUTTING THEMES
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3.3 GENDER SENSITIVITY
Digni experiences a high level of gender sensitivity among its members and partners. 
Every project within the portfolio reports on gender sensitivity. Digni’s persistent focus on 
gender issues has clearly resulted in heightened awareness and knowledge. For instance, 
one member report that they have implemented the Digni Gender and Empowerment 
Impact Assessment as mandatory for all projects on an annual basis1. 
 Many projects are keeping track of how many men and women that take part in 
their activities. Furthermore, the projects also focus on their own organisation and its 
leadership positions. The reports show that gender issues are not limited to women’s 
issues – the relational aspect where both men and women’s role and positions are taken 
into account is understood and targeted. One project even has an explicit focus on mascu-
linity2.
 Some projects are clearly working on women’s rights, while others report that they 
apply a cultural sensitive approach; taking small steps towards gender equality. Main-
streaming crosscutting issues is always a challenge, but the annual reports show that 
it is possible. Gender sensitivity is an integral part of the portfolio, but it will still require 
continuous attention if it is to stay that way.  

1. 2015-ORG-REPORT-CROSSCUTTING-NLM
2. QZA-12/0763-19 DNM-Childhood and gender, Colombia; strengthening rights. Annual report 2015
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Digni’s project portfolio consists of 54 projects with an educational component. 
Some of these projects have education as its main goal, while others are inte-
grated community development projects with an educational component. The 
projects range from pre-school to university education, literacy classes and vo-
cational training.
 Dignis’ member organizations and their partners are increasingly focus-
ing on improving the quality of the public schools in their target-area. There is a 
strong emphasis on building local ownership towards education. 
 Reports state that local welfare and development committees in Ban-
gladesh1, Ivory Coast2, Sierra Leone3 and Zimbabwe4 are actively advocating 
for quality education, sponsoring children who need school uniforms, building 
schools and following up on drop-outs. 
 Competent and motivated teachers and school management are cru-
cial to achieve quality education. There is a strong need for training teachers in 
participatory teaching methods and class management. In 2015, teacher train-
ing of this kind took place in Bangladesh5, Congo6 and China7. Several projects 
report that the teachers’ skills, and the effect it has on the children, is clearly 
visible in the classroom. 
 Training of female teachers is crucial for enrolling girls in some coun-
tries. In 2015, all 15 female teacher students passed the government teacher 
exam in Afghanistan8. 
 Alternative pedagogical solutions for disabled children is crucial for 
their inclusion in school system. In China9, teaching has become more practical 
for the intellectually disabled children, and individualized education programs 
have been introduced.
 In Nepal10 and Sierra Leone11 - inclusion of children with disabilities and 
building of schools that welcome disabled pupils has been a focus area. 

QUALITY EDUCATION

VALUES

OUTCOME: 
There is a stronger local own-
ership to education. Teachers 
are well educated. Contextual-
ized alternative pedagogical 
solutions are developed. 
Inclusive education has been 
incorporated in educational 
institutions

OUTCOME:  
Improved understanding of 
values in educational insti-
tutions towards children’s 
rights, environment, ethics, 
and gender.  

4.1 EDUCATION

There is a strong focus on awareness raising on gender issues, gender equality 
and children’s rights in many projects. 
 Projects promote awareness on issues that are important in their 
specific context. In Bolivia12 and Ecuador13 projects target public educational 
institutions; raising awareness on children’s rights, gender, solidarity, nutrition, 
environment, health and sexuality. 
 In the Palestinian areas14, 81 counsellors have received training on 
topics related to the psychosocial wellbeing of the students, such as depres-
sion, suicide, dealing with death and loss, stress, etc. The awareness raising 

GOAL: Partner organizations are actively participating in securing qualitative education for all.

4. THEMATIC REPORTS
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4.1 EDUCATION

Many projects are strongly focusing on increased opportunities for girls and dis-
abled children18 in education. In 2015, an improved enrolment of girls in primary 
and secondary schools was, among others, found in the reports from Tanzania19, 
Cambodia20, Congo21, Madagascar22 and Ethiopia23. 
 Reducing the number of dropouts is another important issue. The work 
on this issue is progressing according to plans in Mozambique24. Awareness rais-
ing on ethics among teachers, separate latrines, and schools close to home are 
important measures to keep the girls in schools. 
 The focus on literacy training is often a crucial element of our integrated 
projects as for instance in Madagascar25 where the project also has focused on 
training literacy teachers to ensure sustainability. A visible result from projects in 
Senegal26 and Ethiopia27 is that women that have received literacy training gain 
confidence and authority and their participation in public meetings is increased. 
 In some projects, for instance in Ivory Coast28 and Pakistan29, local com-
mittees have initiated literacy classes and campaigns without assistance from 
the projects, inspired by the project results. 
In some countries, like Cambodia30, seasonal migration and harvest time are a 
challenge to the continuity of adult literacy classes. 

1. QZA-12/0763-21, FA Capacity Building for Stronger Communities, Annual Report for 2015
2. QZA-12/0763-56, NLM Hope for All, Annual Report for 2015
3. QZA-12/0763-49, MM Community Empowerment for Livelihood And Development (CELAD), project travel November 2015
4. QZA-12/0763-51, MM Chabadza Community Development Program, Annual Report 2015 and project travel January and October 2015
5. QZA-12/0763-21, FA Capacity Building for Stronger Communities, Annual Report for 2015
6. QZA-12/0763-12, DNB Education lower Bas-Uele, Annual Report for 2015
7. QZA-12/0763-229, NLM Yunnan Left Behind Children’s Development Project, Annual Report for 2015
8. QZA-12/0763-185, UiO Female Teacher Education Program, Afghanistan, project reporting 
9. QZA-12/0763-2, AR Habilitation center for Intellectually Disabled, Annual Report 2015
10. QZA-12/0763-38, HP Capacity building of the teacher trainers for One year course
11. QZA-12/0763-49, MM Community Empowerment for Livelihood And Development (CELAD), project travel November 2015
12. QZA-12/0763-109, NMA Soccer Crosses Frontiers, Annual Report 2015
13. QZA-12/0763-123, NMA Community Development Project, Guayaquil, Annual Report 2015
14. QZA-12/0763-9, DELF Conflict Transformation in the Palestinian Areas, Annual Report 2015
15. QZA-12/0763-229, NLM Yunnan Left Behind Children’s Development Project, Annual Report for 2015
16. QZA-12/0763-138, NMA Development Project, Annual Report 2015
17. QZA-12/0763-43, HP An Integrated program on Early Childhood Development and Education, Annual Report 2015
18., For more information on disabled children’s access to education, please see the thematic reporting on Human Rights.
19. QZA-12/0763-203, FA-Youth Focused Development Program, Annual Report 2015
20. QZA-12/0763-165, NOR-FAST- Family and School Transformation, Annual Report 2015
21. QZA-12/0763-205, DNB-ISP Buta - library project, Annual Report 2015
22. QZA-12/0763-146, NMS-Malagasy Integrated Rural Development Program (phase II), Annual Report 2015
23. QZA-12/0763-145, NMS Western Ethiopia Women empowerment program, Annual Report 2015
24. QZA-12/0763-175, PYM-IEAL Secondary School, Annual Report 2015
25. QZA-12/0763-146, NMS-Malagasy Integrated Rural Development Program (phase II), Annual Report 2015
26. QZA-12/0763-44, KMM- Ker Yaakaar - Community Development In Senegal, Annual Report 2015
27. QZA-12/0763-208, NMS-Green Livelihood Program in Western Ethiopia (Green LIP), Annual Report 2015
28. QZA-12/0763-56, NLM Hope for All, Annual Report for 2015
29. QZA-12/0763-187, WYC-Parkari Community Dev. Program, Quarterly and Annual Report 2015
30. QZA-12/0763-131, NMA-Community Transformation in Rural Cambodia, Annual Report 2015

EQUAL ACCESS TO EDUCATION

OUTCOME:  
Increased enrolment of girls in 
school and decreased dropout 
rates, increased access to adult 
literacy classes for women. 
Persons with disabilities have 
access to qualitative education.

tool; “Valuing Differences Principles” is gaining acceptance and will probably 
soon be part of the curriculum in the schools on the West Bank. 
 Several projects focus on awareness raising on early childhood devel-
opment. In China15, Vietnam16 and Nepal17, training of parents and teachers 
on childhood development and gender equality has led to a change of attitude 
towards children.
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All projects, within the portfolio, working on safe drinking water and basic sani-
tation report that water-borne diseases have declined. 
 In Filtu Ethiopia, water born disease has decreased by 80%5. The proj-
ect collaborates with the public health sector on nutrition, hygiene and sanita-
tion work; as a result most of their staff has acquired the required knowledge. 
 In Vietnam6 interventional activities on environment, water and sanita-
tion, latrine building, waste management and treatment at household level 
have contributed to raising awareness and changing behavior within the com-
munities. 69% have improved knowledge and practice sanitation/waste treat-
ment at home. Sanitation related diseases such as skin disease, diarrhea, eyes 
and dental problems have been reduced.

Several projects are working on issues related to child and maternal health. 
Among other things they are working on issues like: weight control, vaccina-
tions, health education and maternity controls. This has led to reduction of 
mortality rates and improved health. 
 In Ethiopia7 one project has continued its training of key health person-
nel in Comprehensive Emergency Obstetrics and Neonatal Care, and Basic 

In Nepal1, functional basic health services focusing on preventive measures 
have been extended to new areas. Furthermore, the number of skilled local 
health volunteers has increased. The project has provided health education to 
schools, women’s groups and homes. It has also produced radio programs on 
the topic. As a result the prevalence of infectious diseases in project areas is 
gradually decreased. 
 Community access to health care in Cambodia2 has increased this year, 
due to better information about the health care centers and improvements in 
the services. 
 In Mongolia3 a project is running Family and Health Centers, which is 
highly appreciated and widely used. More than 75% of the parents are satisfied 
with its services. The skills and practices of preventive healthcare professionals 
has improved and there are positive changes in key health indicators: The Hep-
atitis A incidence have dropped markedly in the same area, from 1113 cases in 
2010 to 17 cases in 2015. 
 In Ethiopia4 incidence of diarrhea in two given project areas has de-
creased with 54% and 31% - comparing 2014 and 2015.

GOAL: Health and quality of life for poor and marginalized communities have been improved  
through better access and quality of health care.

PREVENTIVE HEALTH CARE

WATER, SANITATION AND HYGIENE

CHILD AND MATERNAL HEALTH

OUTCOME: 
The target population has 
knowledge of and access to 
preventive health care. Preva-
lence of malnutrition, HIV/
AIDS, TB, malaria and diarrhea 
is reduced as a result of the 
project intervention

OUTCOME: 
The target population have 
access to clean drinking water 
and basic sanitation

OUTCOME: 
Mortality rates, especially relat-
ed to maternal/children under 
five-mortality rate are decreas-
ing rate are decreasing. 
 

4.2 HEALTH AND HIV/AIDS

1. QZA-12/0763-167 NOR-Community Health in Okhaldhunga, Nepal. Annual report 2015
2. QZA-12/0763-131 NMA-Community Transformation in Rural Cambodia, Annual report and thematic report 2015
3. QZA-12/0763-99 NLM-Strengthening Primary Health Care, Mongolia. Annual report 2015
4. QZA-12/0763-59 NLM-Raytu Comm. Dev. Project, Ethiopia. Annual report 2015
5. QZA-12/0763-58 NLM-Filtu Food Security Project, Ethiopia. Annual report 2015
6. QZA-12/0763-138 NMA-Development Project, Vietnam. Annual report 2015
7. QZA-12/0763-65 NLM-Reducing Maternal Mortality, Ethiopia. Annual report 2015
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Emergency Obstetrics and Neonatal Care. Feedback from stakeholders indi-
cates that a raise in satisfaction and confidence in the health centers leads to 
increased rates of institutional deliveries. This has led to a further decrease in 
maternal deaths from 545 to 270 per 100 000 in Gamo Gofa in the period be-
tween 2010 and 2015. Infant mortality has decreased from 123 to 36 and un-
der five years mortality from 204 to 55. In Segen it is reported that institutional 
deliveries have increased from 6 % to 47 % and neonatal deaths have declined 
from 20 % to 6,1 % at target zone level. The use of antenatal consultations 
have increased from 28 % to 90 % and the use of traditional birth attendants 
have declined from 83 % to 20 % in one chosen area.

The member organizations focusing on mental health have maintained their 
focus according to plans. In Nepal8 the project has led to increased service uti-
lization; 908 cases diagnosed in 2015, compared to 746 in 2014. The project 
has also led to a gradual reduction in stigma and discrimination. Trained health 
workers now provide mental health services in 16 centers through local health 
facilities. Increased awareness among law and policy makers, as a result of con-
sistent lobbying and follow up efforts, has also been reported9.  The cabinet has 
recently adopted the Nepal Health Sector strategy – in the aftermath of this the 
project has been advocating for its implementation. The strategy has incorpo-
rated positive things regarding mental health as out- and inpatient services for 
the treatment of schizophrenia, bi-polar disorders, depression, anxiety, epilepsy 
and counseling services in mental health. Mental health has been incorporated 
in the Universal Periodic Review for the first time in Nepal. The report was pre-
pared by National Human Rights Commission, National Women Commission and 
National Dalit Commission and submitted to United Nations.

MENTAL HEALTH

OUTCOME: 
People have increased aware-
ness of and access to basic 
treatment related to mental 
health. Targeted health institu-
tions have improved knowl-
edge of mental health  issues 
and provide quality services.

1. QZA-12/0763-167 NOR-Community Health in Okhaldhunga, Nepal. Annual report 2015
2. QZA-12/0763-131 NMA-Community Transformation in Rural Cambodia, Annual report and thematic report 2015
3. QZA-12/0763-99 NLM-Strengthening Primary Health Care, Mongolia. Annual report 2015
4. QZA-12/0763-59 NLM-Raytu Comm. Dev. Project, Ethiopia. Annual report 2015
5. QZA-12/0763-58 NLM-Filtu Food Security Project, Ethiopia. Annual report 2015
6. QZA-12/0763-138 NMA-Development Project, Vietnam. Annual report 2015
7. QZA-12/0763-65 NLM-Reducing Maternal Mortality, Ethiopia. Annual report 2015

8. QZA-12/0763-41HP-Improving Access to Mental Health Services in Nepal. Annual report 2015
9. QZA-12/0763-42HP-Mainstreaming Mental Health in Nepal through Self-Advocacy. Annual report 2015
10. QZA-12/0763-170 PYM-FPFK, HIV and AIDS, Kenya. End of term evaluation, 2015
11. QZA-12/0763-4 BS-HIV material and training to churches in Ethiopia. Annual report 2015

HIV/AIDS
OUTCOME: 
Improved quality of life for 
people living with or affected 
by HIV and AIDS

One evaluation reports from Kenya10 states that HIV/AIDS rate has reduced 
significantly. In year 2000, when the project started, prevalence rate was 14%, 
while today HIV/aids prevalence stands at 6.1 % according to a report on The 
National HIV and Aids Estimates. The Government, NGOs and faith based orga-
nizations have achieved this through concerted efforts. The project has been 
on the forefront in educating and giving people information about HIV and at 
the same time trying to demystify the myths and misconception. This has re-
sulted in communities having the right information about HIV, resulting in sig-
nificant drop in the HIV prevalence. 
 The above is also true for other projects in the portfolio. In Ethiopia, 
pre workshop surveys11 show 64 % of participants used to have a tendency of 
stigma and discrimination toward HIV positive people. After interventions, only 
7% showed stigmatizing attitudes.
 Project staff in their follow-up visits witnessed reintegration of people 
living with HIV in community, restored dignity and attitude change in the com-
munity. People living with HIV are also included in church activities.

Number of trained birth 
attendants is increas-
ing.  
 
Men and women have 
improved awareness 
of and access to safe, 
effective, affordable and 
acceptable methods 
of fertility regulation of 
their choice.
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In 2014, we reported that peacebuilding initiatives where different stakehold-
ers have participated had achieved some important results. In 2015, we detect 
that these achievements have continued. The peace intervention in Mt. Elgon 
in Kenya1 has become a reference point for academics and practitioners and 
the project has hosted students from the International Training Centre for 
Peace Operations. Training of elders in mediating conflicts have continued and 
they were invited to facilitate dialogues among conflicting parties in the coastal 
region. This resulted in the communities there signing peace treaty.  
 In Nepal2, five community mediation centers were institutionalized 
and handed over to the government, as they proved so effective in resolving 
disputes at a local level. Many years of training mediators and implementing 
anti-discrimination activities have payed off. In 2015, women’s groups and 
women’s networks resolved 205 cases resulting in outbreaks of violent conflict 
significantly reducing in the project area. This includes cross border crimes and 
lootings to gender-based violence and minimizing caste based discrimination. 
 In India3, the good work from last year has continued and seven peace 
mediator forums and three village headman forums were formed in 2015. 
These included different ethnic groups. In total 129 village headmen are now 
involved in peacekeeping dialogue in the project area. 
 Last year we reported that there are some challenges in the project we 
support in Jerusalem. Peacebuilding efforts in this region are challenging. How-
ever, in 2015 the project4 has focused on four groups of students and youth in 
East Jerusalem. They have been mobilized and prepared to lead peacebuilding 
and conflict prevention efforts and come from both Christian and Muslim back-
grounds. This initiative is in its first phase, but changes in attitudes between 
the youth have already been observed. 

GOAL: Local communities, faith communities and relevant stakeholders participate actively for  
sustainable peace, reconciliation, conflict prevention and conflict transformation.

PEACEBUILDING

RECONCILIATION AND TRAUMA HEALING

OUTCOME: 
Stakeholders, including 
women and youth, at all levels, 
actively participating in peace-
building initiatives.

OUTCOME: 
Building capacities and mo-
bilizing participation among 
important stakeholders in rec-
onciliation and trauma healing 
initiatives.

4.3 PEACE AND RECONCILIATION

 
During 2015, the political situation in Burundi has become more tense and 
violent. This has had an impact on the Burundi society and some of the project 
activities had to be postponed. During this time reconciliation and trauma heal-
ing activities have become even more important. Anecdotal evidence shows 
that many people who had participated in the program were better equipped 
to deal with new traumas that occurred. The project5 managed to complete 28 
equipping workshops for adults (570 participants) and one for police/army (27 

1. QZA-12/0763-173 PYM FPFK Rights and Peace for Development Program Annual Report 2015
2. QZA-12/0763-39 HP Peace and Conflict Transformation Annual Report 2015 including case stories.
3. QZA-12/0763-163 NOR Socio-Economic Empowerment with Peace and Reconciliation Project Annual Report 2015
4. QZA-12/0763-8 DELF Peaceful Coexistence in East Jerusalem Annual Report 2015
5. QZA-12/0763-3 BS Peace and Reconciliation in Burundi Annual Report 2015
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participants), they had 243 healing groups for adults (3587 participants), 12 
for police/army (150 participants) and 16 for children (242 participants). The 
focus on the police and army was new in 2015 and will be followed up in 2016. 
 In India6, 825 men and 936 women from 100 communities have been 
part of peace and reconciliation processes. They have been trained on how to 
avoid rumor provocation, on conflict sensitivity and how to restore relations on 
common platforms. It is difficult to document, but the project report states that 
it is assumed that outbreaks of violence have been avoided in the project area 
due to these targeted trainings and awareness efforts in the project area. 

The peacebuilding and reconciliation initiatives also contribute to conflict pre-
vention and a better understanding of each other and reduction of stigma. 
In India7, 144 men and 31 women members of peace mediator forums were 
trained on conflict management where the relationship between resource man-
agement, socio economic transformation and peace was addressed. Peace 
was promoted as a prerequisite for development and vice versa. Common 
wasteland resources for nine communities was turned into productive fields for 
common benefit. In total 3, 33 acres of wasteland was brought under common 
earning.

6. QZA-12/0763-163 NOR Socio-Economic Empowerment with Peace and Reconciliation Project Annual Report 2015
7. QZA-12/0763-163 NOR Socio-Economic Empowerment with Peace and Reconciliation Project Annual Report 2015

CONFLICT PREVENTION

OUTCOME: 
Conflict related to resource 
management are identified 
and reduced through dialogue 
and cooperation.

The women’s group named “Brave women” in the Mount Elgon-area in Kenya consists of women from different etnical minorities. They deal with situations that can 
flare up the conflict. From the left; Joan Wasike, Dorcas Wamoto, Janepher Wakwae and Agneta Nakhumisa. (Photo: Eva Karin Holhjem, PYM)
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In Vietnam, Mekong Organization of Microfinance1, expanded outreach and 
serves more than 40 891 poor and low-income women in 153 communes 
throughout the province. Clients are able to select loan size (5-10 million VND) 
and loan term (12–24 months) according to their production plan and current 
cycle. The capacity of Mekong Organization of Microfinance staff on govern-
ment, risk management, credit management and fundraising is continuously 
improving and is in compliance with current laws and regulations. 91.7 percent 
of 1651 clients reported that living condition has improved. More households 
in project areas have access to clean water and use hygiene toilets compared 
to the same period last year. Mekong Organization of Microfinance achieved 
excellent financial results and exceeded its business plan in 2015. Mekong Or-
ganization of Microfinance is recognized for contributing to the development of 
the Vietnam microfinance sector, and won a prize for client protection in 2015. 
However, the main constraint for the development is insufficient funding and 
has not allowed Mekong Organization of Microfinance to grow with client’s de-
mand.
 In Liberia2 the formal inauguration of Diaconia Microfinance Deposit-
taking Institution finally took place in March 2015 followed by launch of the first 
loans. 2015 has been a typical year of start-up, focusing on establishing the 
foundation for a safe microfinance operation and to create sustainable growth. 
A monitoring tool has been designed for the purpose of measuring and moni-
toring growth of clients and financials and internally institutional performance. 
Due to harsh economic situation, most businesses were not thriving in 2015. 
It was discovered that most clients were pursuing loans primarily to clear their 
indebtedness to other financial institutions. Based on these experiences, the 
initial business plan has been revised for the period 2016-2020 to mitigate risk 
and sustaining a viable institution. Awareness and sensitization sessions have 
been held with women groups and business organizations. Total number of cli-
ents in 2015 was 490, 78% of them were female clients. 

Several member organizations work with loan and saving groups as part of their 
integrated approach. Many new groups have been organized during the year 
and the reports confirm that the purchasing power of their members has been 
improved. This has been manifested through purchases of essentials such as 
bicycles, clothes, cutlery, corrugated iron for the roof, and first of all payment for 
children’s school fees, health care and dowry payments.

GOAL: Poor people are able to develop income generating activities, and have a better standard of living.

MICROFINANCE

LOAN AND SAVINGS GROUPS

OUTCOME: 
Social profile: Average loans 
sizes are suitable for the target 
population. Percentage of 
women clients is high. Growth: 
Number of clients and total port-
folio size will reach the required 
level to secure sustainability. 
Quality of the Fund: Portfolio 
at Risk (PAR) is low. Impact of 
the loans: Ensure loans have a 
positive impact on the welfare of 
the client.

OUTCOME: 
The target group has access 
to lump sums of money to 
generate productive initiatives 
and respond to major needs 
of the household. The poorest 
segment of the target group 
has access to the saving 
groups.

4.4 PRODUCTIVE SECTOR

1. QZA-12/0763-138 NMA-Development Project Vietnam, Annual Report 2015 and  Annual thematic report 2015
2. QZA-12/0763-137 NMA-Microfinance in Liberia Annual Report 2015 and Annual thematic report 2015
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The majority of the income generating activities, within the Digni portfolio, are quite 
traditional; focusing on providing predominantly women with skill training, sewing, 
handicrafts, animal husbandry, production of vegetables etc. 
 A less typical project is found in Vietnam3. They have managed to create 
synergies between Inclusive Education and income generating activities. In Tien 
Giang, people with disabilities are involved in both income generating activities and 
microfinance. As a result about 2% of about 40.000 Mekong Organization of Micro-
finance clients are people with disabilities or households of people with disabilities. 
79 members of the deaf club have a job at local enterprises. 
 As mentioned in the report 2014, organizations that work to defend the 
rights of people with HIV/AIDS have been strengthened in Ecuador4. The organiza-
tions have continued to support people with HIV/AIDS to enter the labor and busi-
ness market through development of micro-enterprises. This has greatly improved 
the economy and the quality of life of people with HIV/AIDS.

Many of the projects5 have improved livelihoods by giving training in new agri-
cultural technics and introducing new or improved crops/vegetables/fruits, bee-
keeping, grain banks or mills. Other projects have focused more on how to im-
prove smallholder farmers’ agriculture production in a climate-change context6. 
These efforts have increased people’s food security and income. Furthermore, 
these projects build organizational capacity and thereby they have contributed 
to the strengthening the civil society. 

INCOME GENERATING ACTIVITIES

AGRICULTURAL INCOME GENERATION AND PRODUCTIVITY

OUTCOME: 
The target population gener-
ates increased yield and 
income from their agricultural 
production and crops.

3. QZA-12/0763-138 NMA-Development Project Vietnam, Annual Report 2015
4. QZA-12/0763-123 NMA-Community development Ecuador, Annual Thematic Report 2015 
5. QZA-12/0763-154 NOR-Community development Bangladesh, Annual report 2015,  QZA-12/0763-166 NOR-Health Garden Mali, Final 
report 10775,10626 (NMS) 10730 MM
6. QZA-12/0763-131 NMA-Strengthening community based organizations Cambodia,  Annual Thematic Report 2015

OUTCOME: 
Households in urban and 
rural areas have increased 
income. Percentage of women 
who participate in economic 
activities to generate income 
to the household is high

Alfreda M. Socar (left) was the first costumer in the new micro financing bank Diaconia MDI in Liberia (Photo: Janne Harbo Øygard, Misjonsalliansen)
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Through 11 projects, indigenous peoples in Pakistan, Kenya, Paraguay, Bangla-
desh, India, Cambodia, Bolivia, Ethiopia and the Republic of Congo have Digni 
members and partners are working on their rights and engaging with duty-
bearers
 In Bangladesh1 234 individuals have received training on information 
rights and access to resources. Through organized meetings between civil so-
ciety and local authorities, beneficiaries have availed local resources such as: 
vulnerable group development funds, vulnerable group facilities, widow allow-
ance, etc. The project has contributed to the preparation of the Bangladesh 
Indigenous Peoples Rights Act, now submitted to national parliament. 
 In Cambodia2,there has been a focus to build relationships with outside 
agencies and local authorities. Project communities and project staff have met 
deputy provincial governor, district governor, police and other government of-
ficials to address and discuss indigenous rights.
 In Kenya3, The Ogiek have gained a firm identity and engage in champi-
oning their own issues with relevant authorities through a well coordinated com-
munity leadership. The community became bolder in engaging the duty bearers 
after gaining knowledge and skills in advocacy.
 In Ethiopia4, before the intervention of the program there was limited 
awareness on harmful traditional practices linked with spread of HIV/Aids but 
now there is improved information access in the community.

In Bangladesh5 2.49 acres of mortgaged land have been redeemed through 
awareness raising and financial support. 1594 farmers received training and 
information on how to retain ownership on mortgaged land. 344 persons have 
received training on multiple cropping, land laws, land reform to increase in-
come by productive use of redeemed lands. 
 In India6 a total of 54.50 acre uncultivable land have been utilized for 
fruit orchard, tree plantation and land development to protect the land from 
acquisition of stone quarry companies. Approximately 30% of total targeted 
families are engaged in measures on environmental regeneration, conservation 
and protection activities.
 In Ethiopia7 one project conducted a baseline report that documented a 
huge challenge with landlessness and food shortage – this information will be 
useful when tracing the results of the intervention.
 In Pakistan8 families in the desert own land, but when they migrate to 
the irrigated areas during draught season and they end up as bonded laborers 

GOAL: Indigenous Peoples (IP) are empowered to make their own decisions and undertake activities  
related to improving their individual and communal livelihoods and actively participate in processes and 

engage with duty-bearers at local and national level to attain their rights.

EMPOWERMENT

LANDOWNERSHIP AND USE OF NATURAL MINERALS

OUTCOME:  
IPs have received training 
on rights and have obtained 
skills for dialog and engage 
with duty-bearers within their 
political space. IPs groups 
and organizations are formed, 
strengthened and active. Pub-
lic actions are undertaken by 
IPs groups and networks with 
examples/stories of achieved 
results. 

OUTCOME:  
Land is recovered and natural 
resources saved.

4.5 INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

1. QZA-12/0763-157-160 NOR-Integr. Progr. for Community Capacity Building, Annual report 2015
2. QZA-12/0763-199 NOR-Identity Based Comm. Dev. and Educ, (iBCDE), Annual report 2015
3. QZA-12/0763-173 PYM-FPFK Rights and Peace for Development Progr. Annual report 2015
4. QZA-12/0763-208/218-221 NMS-Green Livelihood Program in Western Ethiopia (Green LIP). Annual report 2015
5. QZA-12/0763-157-160 NOR-Integr. Progr. for Community Capacity Building, Annual report 2015
6. QZA-12/0763-164 NOR-Development Support Program for Stone Quarry Affected Communities. Annual report 2015
7. QZA-12/0763-208/218-221 NMS-Green Livelihood Program in Western Ethiopia (Green LIP). Annual report 2015
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In Pakistan9, the Parkari project, having male and female village committees in 
the clusters along with the regular awareness sessions has promoted gender 
equality and given a sense of unity within the Parkari community. In Pakistan10, 
the projects have led to an increase in the number of women actively participat-
ing in meetings, workshops and programs organized both in and outside of the 
village. The men and women may have different roles, but they work together 
and share the responsibility of caring for their community. Gender questions 
are discussed in local decision-making processes.

GENDER

OUTCOME: 
Gender is discussed in local 
decisionmaking processes.

8. QZA-12/0763-187/248-251 WYC-Parkari Community Dev. Program. Annual report 2015
9. QZA-12/0763-187/248-251 WYC-Parkari Community Dev. Program. Annual report 2015
10. QZA-12/0763-187/248-251 WYC-Parkari Community Dev. Program. Annual report 2015 and QZA-12/0763-188/246-247 WYC-
Kachhi Community Dev. Program. Annual report 2015
11. QZA-12/0763-187/248-251 WYC-Parkari Community Dev. Program. Annual report 2015 and QZA-12/0763-188/246-247 WYC-
Kachhi Community Dev. Program. Annual report 2015
12. QZA-12/0763-199 NOR-Identity Based Comm. Dev. and Educ, (iBCDE). Annual report 2015
13. QZA-12/0763-176 PYM-Textbooks for Mbya, Ava Guarani og Ache (Proyecto Kuatiane’e). Annual report 2015
14. QZA-12/0763-208/218-221 NMS-Green Livelihood Program in Western Ethiopia (Green LIP). Annual report 2015
17. QZA-12/0763-199 NOR-Identity Based Comm. Dev. and Educ, (iBCDE). Annual report 2015

In Pakistan11 mother tongue is used for educational purposes. Government of-
ficers have been invited to observe what they are doing in order to demonstrate 
the merit of multilingual education. They have gained praise and acknowledge-
ment from the local government for their achievements.
 A bilingual literacy class committee in Cambodia12 has focused on con-
ducting awareness-raising meetings to inspire its members and community to 
be actively involved in disseminating the understanding and benefits of a bilin-
gual program for children’s education. In late September 2015, the committee 
gathered to discuss the proposal to provincial office of education for bilingual 
literacy class implementation in the government primary school. Discussions 
are ongoing.
 In Paraguay13 a project has developed pedagogical textbooks based on 
the culture, customs and traditions of the indigenous communities; ava, mbya 
and ache. This has contributed to safeguarding their identity.
 In Ethiopia14 the Mao Komo project site the construction of a cultural 
center for the indigenous people groups in the area has started. A committee 
for the center was established to ensure local ownership and participation. 
Cultural instruments and other artifacts have been collected for cultural exhibi-
tions in the center. Four cultural clubs were established and informal reading 
clubs in indigenous languages have been encouraged. All this has led to a vis-
ible increase of self-esteem among the indigenous groups and an ongoing de-
mand for more materials in indigenous languages.
 In Cambodia15 communities have reflected on changing social
values and are adapting traditional cultural values to help protect against 
pressing issues such as domestic violence, HIV/AIDS, drug abuse (especially 
Alcohol misuse), youth gangs, sexual exploitation and human trafficking.

EDUCATION/BILINGUAL AND CULTURE

OUTCOME: 
Groups are starting bilingual 
schools and sensitizing local 
government on educational 
needs and rights. 
Local culture and traditions 
are strengthened. 

without land. Through the intervention, the communities became aware that 
buying your own land was an option. In 2015 165 Parkari families purchased 
their own land making use of a cooperative society program or by selling a part 
of their cattle.
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4.6 ENVIRONMENT

Typically, projects within the Digni portfolio are working on village levels to se-
cure better livelihoods. Several partners have environmental awareness as an 
integral part of their approach1, 2, 3.
 Sustainable land-use, improved agricultural practices, reforestation and 
water management are closely linked to sustainable village development. 
Droughts and the effect of climate change, in Cambodia, are felt and have 
resulted in extensive loss of crops and reduction in agricultural production. To 
cope with these challenges one project successfully introduced family ponds 
and environmentally friendly agriculture techniques to mitigate climate change 
and promoted climate change awareness and adaptation4. 
 In China5, farmers proactively engage in cross-planting. The chemical 
use is continually going down and soil quality improvement is obvious. More 
than 400 households practiced cross-planting.
 In Ethiopia6, 2015 has brought a further increase in number of agro-
pastorals who are practicing dry land agriculture in the target areas for the Filtu 
project. The increase is estimated to 12 % from 2014, seeing a number of 45 
farmers in total. The baseline at project start was zero.
 In Raytu7 in Ethiopia, the project has contributed to raise awareness on 
the issue of deforestation. The importance of planting and use of land for ag-
riculture has been emphasized. 2015 brought a new water pond with a capac-
ity of 4000 m3 to the Peasant Association of Finco. This pond is estimated to 
serve 300 households and 3000 livestock with water for three months. The lo-
cal communities in the project areas have started to construct their own ponds 
on their own initiative, which is a fruit of the project implementation.
Food security has been improved in the target area in Mali8 by emphasis on 
assisting village women to establish vegetable gardens and planting fruit trees. 
Grain mills have made life easier for women in many villages. Distribution of 
quality seeds and equipment has resulted in better crops and improved agricul-
tural practice.
 Projects in several countries have introduced the method of organic 
fertilizing to improve soil quality – one example is Cambodia9 where the project 
seeks to both preserve the forest and its soil, and develop an appropriate, cul-
turally sensitive approach to improve the livelihoods its indigenous target group.

GOAL: The livelihoods of marginalized communities are improved through sustainable  
management of natural resources and environmental protection.

SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND SECURE LIVELIHOODS

OUTCOME: 
Food security improved 
through sustainable land-
use, improved agricultural 
practices, water management, 
and reforestation. Income 
generating activities secured 
through eco-friendly tourism 
with emphasis on minor-
ity groups. Anti-pollution and 
waste management initiatives  
improve the environment and 
livelihoods of marginalized 
communities

1. QZA-12/0763-171 PYM-Tuinuane Women Project 
2. QZA-12/0763-170 PYM-FPFK, HIV and AIDS
3. QZA-12/0763-238 NMS ENVIRONMENT PROJECT of ELCC” (Climate change awareness and fight against
4. QZA-12/0763-166 NOR-Health Garden in Tomora
5. QZA-12/0763-131-135 NMA-Community Transformation in Rural Cambodia
6. QZA-12/0763-58/190 NLM-Filtu Food Security Project (FFSP). Annual report 2015
7. QZA-12/0763-58/190 NLM-Filtu Food Security Project (FFSP).
8. QZA-12/0763-59-62 NLM-Raytu Comm. Dev. Project (RCDP)
9. QZA-12/0763-166 NOR-Health Garden in Tomora
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To decrease the use of firewood, charcoal and deforestation several projects 
are working on more environmentally friendly methods. 
 For instance a project working with bio-gas in Nepal10, has resulted in 
less dependency of diesel generators, and has greatly improved the previous 
situation with irregular electricity. Other projects have introduced and produced 
wood-efficient stoves in Senegal11 and Mali12. In Bangladesh 400 solar home 
systems in communities in North East Bangladesh13.

Projects working on environmental issues mostly report that they carry out their 
activities in close collaboration with governmental institutions. 
 A project in Bangladesh14 arranged World Environment Day in co-oper-
ation with government administration and other NGOs ensuring participation 
of community people, local administration, politicians and people from the civil 
society. Disaster preparedness training was conducted in the West Bangladesh 
project to 130 group members
 A project in Jharkhand/West-Bengal, India15, organized many aware-
ness camps for sensitizing the community people on environment issues and 
climate change mitigation measures. The Government and other NGOs sup-
ported the campaign actively

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY

ENGAGING GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATIONS  
AND OTHER INSTITUTIONS

OUTCOME: 
Fuel-saving technologies 
introduced like biogas, wood-
efficient stoves, Jatropha oil 
plant, etc.

OUTCOME: 
Relevant government institu-
tions and administrators at local 
level (and regional) are engaged 
with project. Engaging resource 
persons/organizations for com-
petence building of partners on 
environmental issues

10. QZA-12/0763-167 NOR-Community Health in Okhaldhunga
11. QZA-12/0763-44-45 KMM- Ker Yaakaar - Community Development In Senegal
12. QZA-12/0763-153/191 QZA-12/0763-153/191. Annual report 2015
13. QZA-12/0763-154-156 NOR-Integrated Community Development Progr. (ICDP)
14. QZA-12/0763-154-156 NOR-Integrated Community Development Progr. (ICDP)
15. QZA-12/0763-164 NOR-Development Support Program for Stone Quarry Affected Communities

In Assam, India, the stone industry has huge impact on both climate and living conditions for people. (Photo: Normisjon)
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Several projects are challenging culture- and religious leaders – by building 
awareness and knowledge on women’s rights. 
 In Ethiopia1, there is a decrease of harmful traditional practices, such 
as FGM, due to awareness trainings. Community members are expressing that: 
“female circumcision is neither in the Bible nor in the Koran”. The trainings 
have been done in cooperation with law enforcement and justice office. 
 In Mali2 twelve villages signed the agreements to stop the practice of 
FGM during the period. In the towns of Fatoma and Bassiro there was a public 
declaration of abandonment during the commemoration of the day marking the 
Fight against FGM.
 In Kenya3 the prevalence of FGM has declined in Kajiado according to 
the recent assessment by the national Synovates, declining from 95% to 73%. 
The total population of indigenous people in the project target area is approxi-
mately 142,220 and out of this, 75% accepted the project’s work. During 2015, 
3,753 girls were rescued from the practice of FGM and are now proceeding 
in school. Out of these 1,816 went through alternative rites of passage. The 
project facilitated 28 dialogue meetings with 16,286 participants who stood up 
pledging to stop the practice.

As an actor within the civil society, it is most important to work on gender is-
sues within the church structures and several of projects are achieving results. 
In Peru4, members of Iglesia Evangélica Luterana de Perú have been empow-
ered to promote women’s rights through a program focusing on sexual abuse 
prevention and a program raising awareness of gender equality, equal rights 
and the importance of women’s involvement in the society.
 In Liberia, Sierra Leone and Zimbabwe5, The United Methodist Church is 
a participatory church. It allows for its members, men, women and young peo-
ple alike to fully participate in its decision-making. Gender equality and women 
empowerment has a long history within the context of the The United Methodist 
Church. Continuous education, through the Partnership in Development pro-
grams, is carried out in communities of project implementation to ensure that 
women’s rights are respected and women are allowed to participate in decision 
making in their own denomination. All church positions are open to women and 
there are a number of women holding the highest positions as bishops.
 In Ethiopia6 the women empowerment project has contributed to fur-
ther capacitate the women ministry in 2015. Through Women’s leadership sen-
sitization of parish leaders and women ministry committees of congregations, a 
total of 3059 people (518 men and 2541 women) participated. Working groups 
on Gender Guidelines are established in all Synods, the guidelines were also 

GOAL: Increased gender equality and greater empowerment of  
women and girls in all work supported by Digni.

FEMALE GENITAL MUTILATION

GENDER EQUALITY AND RELIGION

OUTCOME: 
Reduced FGM in relevant tar-
get areas by means  of aware-
ness raising, peer education, 
and interreligious cooperation 
and promotion of women and 
girls rights

OUTCOME:
Awareness and promotion of 
women’s rights and increased 
involvement in decision mak-
ing positions within church 
organizations.

4.7 EMPOWERMENT AND GENDER EQUALITY

1. QZA-12/0763-59-62 NLM-Raytu Comm. Dev. Project (RCDP). Annual report 2015
2. QZA-12/0763-153/191NMS-Integrated Program, Mopti region. Annual report 2015
3. QZA-12/0763-172 PYM-FGM Project among the Maasai. Annual report 2015
4. QZA-12/0763-100 NLM-Family Development and Strengthening Project. Annual report 2015
5. QZA-12/0763-48 MM-Community Development Programme. Annual report 2015, QZA-12/0763-49MM-Community Empower 
ment for Livelihood And Development (CELAD. Annual report 2015, QZA-12/0763-50 MM-Mother Child Survival Tr., Mutambara 
Annual report 2015, QZA-12/0763-51 MM-Chabadza, Community development programme. Annual report 2015
6. QZA-12/0763-145NMS-Western Ethiopia Women empowerment program. Annual report 2015 
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In general, the focus on gender equality has resulted in women increasingly 
obtaining decision-making positions within the partner organizations.  
In Pakistan7 one project have made it a condition for communities, taking part 
in the program, to have separate male village-committees and women village-
committees. This has resulted in changed the behavior of the Parkaris. Women 
increasingly take up more key roles and men are willing to give some of their 
power to women. Another project8 has choosen a more careful approach, mak-
ing sure to respect the cultural habit. The program has resulted in a enthusias-
tic participation of the women, but on the level of decision making or claiming 
their rights the women have not gained much ground yet.
 In Myanmar9, one project brought together, for the first time, almost 70 
trainers who had taken part in the project’s human rights education program 
between the years 2000 and 2015. The gender ratio of the trainers present 
was 61% male, 37% female and 2% transgender. 36% said their work focused 
on Women’s Rights. Still, the evaluation showed that the trainers regarded 
Women Rights as less important than before compared to other HR issues. 
 In Ethiopia10, there have been awareness activities in order to raise the 
gender balance in decision-making and related development activities. Tradi-
tionally women’s participation has not been welcomed, however now they are 
participating in both local community groups and committees organized by the 
project. The project has managed to raise the interest of cooperation in order 
for women to improve their livelihood. Women are joining existing and form-
ing new cooperatives. They become members of legally organized cooperative 
systems that cooperate closely with the local government. These cooperatives 
have started running commercial activities for equal benefit on grass root level.

GENDER EQUALITY AND ORGANIZATION

OUTCOME: 
More women in decision mak-
ing positions in organizations 
and projects.

translated into Oromo. Because of this, Gender Guideline Action Plans were 
developed and presented to the Synod decision-making body. The different 
bodies in the Synod, such as bylaw committees and councils now have an ac-
tion plan that they can act on.

7. QZA-12/0763-187/248-251 WYC-Parkari Community Dev. Program. Annual report 2015,. 
8. QZA-12/0763-188/246-247 WYC-Kachhi Community Dev. Program. Annual report 2015
9. QZA-12/0763-182 SAINT - Grassroots Human Rights Education Program. Annual report 2015
10. QZA-12/0763-59-62 NLM-Raytu Comm. Dev. Project (RCDP). Annual report 2015
11. QZA-12/0763-187/248-251 WYC-Parkari Community Dev. Program. Annual report 2015
12. QZA-12/0763-167 NOR-Community Health in Okhaldhunga Annual report 2015
13. QZA-12/0763-48 MM-Community Development Programme. Annual report 2015, QZA-12/0763-49MM-Community Em-
powerment for Livelihood And Development (CELAD. Annual report 2015, QZA-12/0763-51 MM-Chabadza, Community devel-
opment programme. Annual report 2015

Women’s rights is an integral part of the work conducted within the Digni port-
folio. Partners and projects are reporting on changed attitudes and changes in 
gender roles and practices.
 In Pakistan11, through awareness raising sessions, people are more 
aware of the rights of women and girls. Gender stereotypes have changed, 
especially for the Parkaris where the project has led to greater respect for girls 
and women not only among men but also for the women themselves, there is 
now a greater sense of self-respect.
 In Nepal12 domestic violence are reported to decrease and 78 violence 
cases were identified and managed by Domestic Violence Committee or Moth-
ers’ Groups.
 In Liberia, Sierra Leone and Zimbabwe13, awareness on gender equality 

GENDER EQUALITY AND RIGHTS

OUTCOME:  
Gender stereotypes and dis-
criminatory attitudes towards 
women and girls are challenged 
and changed.
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The annual reports for 2015 show that gender issues are mainstreamed within 
the portfolio. Several projects are working on empowering women and promot-
ing gender equality at all levels. Hence, there is generally high awareness on 
the inclusion of men and women.  
 In one project in Peru14, all the components focus on gender equality 
and women empowerment. Women are considered as an active part of the 
project, not only in the operational execution. In all activities, the project works 
with gender equality as one of the principles to direct changes in society into 
the frame of equality of rights and real social justice.
 In Ecuador15, messages of gender equality were promoted through 
festivals, campaigns, radio and social networks with focus on themes such as 
resolution of conflicts and gender-based violence. There was also a focus on 
including men in the prevention of gender based violence and gender equality, 
especially focusing on constructions of a new masculinity.
 In Liberia16, a project is enabling church leaders to raise advocacy
issues, and provide support and care for sexual gender based violence survi-
vors. Experience gained from the project show that this type of violence is still 
increasing and there is a need for multi-disciplinary approach to help combat it. 
Faith leaders and the institutions provide a useful forum for wider reach on this 
matter. 11 national meetings on this issue were held with relevant stakehold-
ers. Key issues discussed were sexual violence, domestic violence and child 
abuse. The meetings helped building strong relationships between Christian 
denominations and key authorities. Participants, including pastors and congre-
gational members, gained insight on these issues and were called upon to take 
concrete actions to contribute to the fight against sexual violence.
Pastors and spouses, along with their focal persons from the churches, are cur-
rently carrying out massive awareness raising in their churches and communi-
ties as well as in schools. 
 In Cameroon17, one project reports that the sensitization on gender is-
sues has affected the behavior of leaders and other staff in the Church. They 
now see that whenever women or young people are absent or unrepresented in 
a meeting, an assembly or a board, they always ask why. The fact that the ques-
tion is raised in activities outside of the project is a very important achievement 
and sign of impact.
 In Congo-Brazzaville18 the project is focused on challenging the situa-
tion with gender based violence. The silence about the theme within the Church 
is over, thanks to this project. The broken silence is the first step on the way to 
change.

GENDER MAINSTREAMING

OUTCOME: 
Increased number of projects 
with activities promoting the 
empowerment of women and 
gender equality at all levels

14. QZA-12/0763-100 NLM-Family Development and Strengthening Project. Annual report 2015
15. QZA-12/0763-123-128NMA-Community Development Project, Guayaquil. Annual report 2015, and QZA-12/0763-129-130 
NMA-Lets’s Talk about HIV-AIDS Annual report 2015
16. QZA-12/0763-236 NMA Sexual Violence – A church response Annual report 2015
17. QZA-12/0763-142NMS-Reinforcement of Capacity of Leaders Annual report 2015
18. QZA-12/0763-17 DNM - Women’s rights in church and society in The Republic of Congo Annual report 2015

and rights is gradually increasing because of the projects empowering women 
on their rights. During trainings, the importance of all genders to be treated 
equally is stressed. In the communities, women sit along with men in gathering 
of major decision-makings; allowed to discuss issues and make suggestions. 
Training and advocacy have allowed women to take higher positions to the ex-
tent of becoming town and paramount chiefs. Because of training on gender 
issues, women in our communities knows the value of sending girls to school, 
hence an increase in the number girls accessing education in rural areas.
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12 out of 20 Digni member organizations report that their partners actively use 
rights based approaches in their programs. Human Rights training is used in 
partner organizations, communities and among leaders, youths, children, men 
and women.  Rights holders have been strengthened in the following thematic 
areas: HIV and aids, Gender Based Violence, Women’s Rights, Indigenous Peo-
ples rights, Rights of Children, Land Rights for minorities, People with disabilities, 
freedom of religion and belief, Mental Health, and obtaining basic social services 
from authorities. 
 The empowerment is yielding results. Some highlights from 2015: 
 In Swaziland there is an increased number of Gender Based Violence 
survivors reporting their case to the authorities. In 2015, 329 survivors from the 
project target group reported their case compared to 119 in 20121.   
 In Kenya, communities are empowered to advocate for their rights, in 
particular for people living with HIV. 82 groups have been registered and de-
mand their rights2. 
 In China in Zhaotong and Xishuangbanna, 500 children and 300 caregiv-
ers have increased awareness of children’s rights and relevant policies. The chil-
dren have learned how to claim their rights3.
 In Mongolia local government in partnership with other organizations 
have given training to dormitory children and caregivers to prevent sexual abuse 
in the provinces of Khovd and Bayan-Ulgii in Mongolia. Children are now able to 
describe the basic steps of this training and know where to report abuse4. 

Primary duty bearers such as local governments and in some few cases even na-
tional governments are addressed to fulfill their obligations. 
 For instance, In Nepal, for the first time Mental Health was incorporated 
in the Universal Periodic Review through the facilitation of the partner organiza-
tion Kosish. The report was prepared by National Human Rights Commission, 
National Women Commission and National Dalit Commission and submitted to 
United Nations5.  
 In Pakistan, the project reports an increased support of local authorities 
in fulfilling their obligations towards Parkari and Kachhi minorities. The govern-
ment education department participate in programs organized by the projects in 

GOAL: Citizens and their organizations are empowered to address  
duty bearers for realization of Human Rights

EMPOWERMENT OF RIGHTS HOLDERS

ENGAGING WITH DUTY-BEARERS

OUTCOME: 
Rights holders, their organiza-
tions, partners and member-
organisations have increased 
awareness and understanding 
of Human Rights Frameworks 
and rights based approaches.

OUTCOME: 
Rights Holders and Partners 
define their rights claims and 
have capability to address/
engage Duty Bearers and use 
rights based approaches.

4.8 HUMAN RIGHTS

1. QZA-12/0763-10 DFEF – Gender Based Violence, Swaziland. Annual Report 2015
2. QZA-12/0763-170 PYM-FPFK, HIV and AIDS, Kenya. Annual Report 2015
3. QZA-12/0763-229 NLM Yunnan Left Behind Children’s Development Project, China. Annual Report 2015
4. QZA-12/0763-95-98 NLM-Strengthening Children’s Rights Project, Mongolia.  Annual Report 2015.
5.  QZA-12/0763-42 HP- Mainstreaming Mental Health in Nepal through Self Advocacy. Annual Report 2015.
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Several Digni member organizations and partners focus on the rights of people 
with disabilities. In 2015 NMA adopted the policy of inclusion of people with 
disabilities. It will be implemented across all programs receiving support from 
the organization from 2016. 
 In China, in Nanjing, the city-wide parents’ organization of for the intel-
lectually disabled people have been strengthened during the year. Through 
training in lobby and advocacy carried out by parents the monthly subsidy for 
families with severe intellectual disabilities will be increased. The exact amount 
will be set in 20169. 
 In Afghanistan a total of 8 Disabled Peoples Organizations were estab-
lished at community level. A total of 97 people with disabilities were referred to 
the clinic by the Disabled Peoples Organizations, and 35 persons were regis-
tered and received allowances from the government10.   
 In Bhutan, for the first time a national data collection of people with 
disabilities has been carried out in collaboration with the Ministry of Education. 
The survey included 20 districts and 3856 persons were registered. Challenges 
remain in assuring the quality of the survey, but important first steps have 
been taken. The project and the Disabled Peoples Association of Bhutan have 
approached the Parliament for the ratification of the UN declaration of People 
With Disabilities.  In collaboration with other NGOs, several consultations with 
Gross National Happiness Commission on drafting a National Disability Policy 
have been carried out11.

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

OUTCOME: 
People with disabilities, their 
primary support persons and 
organizations are empow-
ered, so that the potential of 
differently- abled-people are 
reached, respected and in-
cluded in society. Duty-bearers 
are addressed and engaged to 
uphold and fulfill the rights of 
people with disabilities.

Pakistan on both the rights to education and anti-corruption. The government is 
increasingly issuing identity cards to the degree that many now possess Identity 
cards and are able to vote6. 
 In Cambodia, the Community Based Organization leaders and members 
have started to raise their concerns to local government. However, the local au-
thorities have not responded to all their needs and concerns raised by the com-
munity members7.
 Most projects also target secondary duty-bearers at local community lev-
el such as elders, church leaders, parents and others with the power to improve 
the situation for rights holders: For instance, in Pakistan, some of the powerful 
landlords have started to support the programs by allowing schools to be started 
on their land8. 

6. QZA-12/0763-187/248-251 WYC-Parkari Community Dev. Program, Pakistan. Annual Report 2015  
and QZA-12/0763-188/246-247 WYC-Kachhi Community Dev. Program, Pakistan. Annual Report 2015
7. QZA-12/0763-131-135 NMA-Community Transformation in Rural Cambodia. Annual Thematic Report to Digni Cambodia, 2015.
8. QZA-12/0763-187/248-251 WYC-Parkari Community Dev. Program, Pakistan. Annual Report 2015  
and QZA-12/0763-188/246-247 WYC-Kachhi Community Dev. Program, Pakistan. Annual Report 2015
9. QZA-12/0763-2  AR -Habilitation Center for the Intellectually Disabled, China.  Thematic report  to Digni 2015
10. QZA-12/0763-16 DNM - Rehabilitation Disabled People in Faryab, Afghanistan. Thematic report  to Digni 2015
11. QZA-12/0763-198, NOR- Organisation Development Project – DPAB, Bhutan. Annual Report 2015
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12. QZA-12/0763-136 NMA- Community Integrated Education Program (CIEP) Liberia, Annual Report 2015
13. QZA-12/0763-2 - AR -Habilitation Center for the Intellectually Disabled, Thematic report  to Digni 2015

Partners and Digni member organizations report on undertaking a lot of Hu-
man Rights trainings and workshops. The challenge for many organizations is 
to report on the effect of the trainings at outcome - , rather than activity level.
One member reports from Liberia that community trainings and workshops 
were provided to women, town chiefs and elders, students and youth. Although 
there is an improvement in attitudes and knowledge around human rights, 
there is still evidence of lack of knowledge around basic rights issues, espe-
cially for the most vulnerable12.
 In some cases projects have direct impact at national level, that is 
above and beyond the expectations of the project plan. For instance: In 2015 
Nanjing Disabled Persons’ Federation was authorized by China National Dis-
abled Persons’ Federation to evaluate the service quality for intellectually 
disabled. This decision is a sign that the national Chinese authorities wants to 
learn and copy the Nanjing experience - learned through the project. The na-
tional standard is supposed to be approved by the central government in June 
2016. This is a direct result from the study trips arranged by the project for of-
ficials to Hong Kong and Denmark13. 

UNFORESEEN/UNPLANNED IMPACT

Children from the Kachhi community in Pakistan under a celebration of the Universal Children’s Day in 2013. The project now reports increased support from the 
government on education and anti-corruption for the Parkari and Kachhi minorities. (Photo: Kåre Eriksen, Digni)
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GOAL: Civil society organizations in the global south are strengthened through  
empowerment of partners and community based organizations.

ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY

OUTCOME: 
Local partners have been 
strengthened, are empow-
ered and new capacity has 
been built through different 
organizational development 
measures.  
 
Community based organiza-
tions and village groups have 
increased their capacity and 
ability to be actors for sustain-
able change in their contexts.

4.9 STRENGTHENING CIVIL SOCIETY

1. For references, see the different specific thematic areas
2. QZA-12/0763-244 PYM - CELPA - ACAD Organizational development for Social Service, Congo DR, Annual Report 2015
3. QZA-12/0763-197 PYM - Building a stronger church through involvement, capacity building and cooperation, Kenya, Annual report 2015
4. QZA-12/0763-150 NMS - MLC Empowerment program, Madagascar, Annual report 2015 
5. QZA-12/0763-142 NMS - Reinforcement of Capacity of leaders, Cameroon, Annual report 2015
6. QZA-12/0763-100 NLM - Family Development and Strengthening project, Peru, Annual report 2015
7. QZA-12/0763-138-140 NMA - Development project, Vietnam, Annual report 2015
8. QZA-12/0763-47 KRIK - East Africa Cup, Tanzania, Annual report 2015
9. QZA-12/0763-131-135 NMA - Community Transformation in Rural Cambodia, Annual report 2015
10. QZA-12/0763-136 MM - Community Integrated Education Program, Liberia, Annual report 2015
11. QZA-12/0763-51 MM - Chabadza Community Development programme, Zimbabwe, Annual report 2015
12. QZA- 12/0763-48 MM - Community Development programme, Sierra Leone, Annual report 2015
13. QZA-12/0763-5 BS - Good Samaritan HIV project in Kenya, Annual report 2015
14. Q ZA-12/0763-4 BS - HIV material and training to churches in Ethiopia, Annual report 2015
15. QZA-12/0763-173 PYM - FPFK Rights and Peace for Development Program, Kenya, Annual report 2015

As in previous years all organizations receiving funds from Digni emphasize ca-
pacity development. Trainings are conducted within various topics1, such as edu-
cation, health, peace and reconciliation, productive sector, environment, human 
rights and gender. 
 The importance of strengthening organizational capacity, has gained 
grounds. Through trainings conducted at organizational, project and community 
levels – the projects are focusing on relevant issues like good governance, gen-
der and leadership. Furthermore, several projects are conducting trainings on 
anti-corruption. This has resulted in increased awareness, and some projects 
have developed anti-corruption policies2.
 Administrative routines, financial management, anti-corruption, own-
ership, and ethics have been major topics in the organizational development 
projects in Congo DR, Kenya3, Madagascar4 and Cameroon5. This has resulted 
in a positive change of attitudes, which has led to more engagement and local 
ownership. In Peru6, church leaders, volunteers and young leaders are trained as 
family development facilitators. As a result, they are now active agents promot-
ing and protecting the rights of children, women and families.   
 Trainings on practical project management have been more common at 
project level. The topics include project design, monitoring and evaluation7, fi-
nancial management, gender and reporting.  In East Africa8, partners report that 
there is an increased understanding among staff and volunteers of the impor-
tance of management, result indicators and strategic planning.
 A typical strategy for many partners is to establish, and strengthen grass-
roots organizations and associations. In Cambodia , community based organiza-
tions have demonstrated increased capacity and confidence to facilitate public 
forums where people discuss public services and how to deal with shared prob-
lems in the communities. 
 In Liberia10, Zimbabwe11 and Sierra Leone12, community based organiza-
tions have been empowered to plan and implement their own development proj-
ects. Moreover, after years of trainings and practice, partners and Community 
Based Organizations are increasingly taking financial responsibility for activities. 
 In Kenya13 four workshops on HiV/Aids were fully or partially supported 
by partners, and in Ethiopia14 the cost of 524 decentralized workshops were 
mostly covered by local partners. In Kenya15, advocacy groups and community 
based organizations lobbying and advocating against Sexual and Gender Based 
Violence, for security and other conflict issues are growing towards financial in-
dependence.     
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Digni member organizations report having established the following community 
based groups and committees in 2015: 7 new Good Samaritan support groups 
in Ethiopia16 and 4 in Kenya17, 243 healing groups in Burundi18, 38 community 
peace groups and 60 saving groups in Congo DR19, 12 “working tables” in Co-
lumbia20,  100 village committees in Pakistan21, 1 female fishery group, 2 fishery 
groups for men and 2 literacy groups for women in Indonesia22, 21 water and 
sanitation committees, 3 community conversations groups, 4 cultural clubs for 
indigenous people and 4 saving and credit cooperatives for women in Ethiopia23, 
6 income generating activities groups and 2 cereal banks in Mali24, 199 church 
based development committees, 159 associations for people having received 
literacy training, 113 new health committees, 4 operating stocks committees, 3 
market chains and 41 income generating activities associations in Madagascar25, 
and 28 community conversation forums raising awareness and campaigning 
against female genital mutilation in Kenya26.

FORMATION OF ORGANIZATIONS AND NETWORKS

OUTCOME: 
New Community Based Organi-
zations, self-help groups, net-
works etc have been formed 
(number of organizations).

16. QZA-12/0763-4 BS - HIV material and training to churches, Ethiopia, Annual report 2015
17. QZA-12/0763-5 BS - Good Samaritan HIV project, Kenya, Annual report 2015
18. QZA-12/0763-3 BS - Peace and Reconciliation, Burundi, Annual report 2015
19. QZA-12/0763-13 DNB - Integrated program: civil rights/literacy training/Totombwana, Congo DR, Annual report 2015
20. QZA-12/0763-20 DNM - Community transformation for peace, Colombia, Annual report 2015
21. QZA-12/0763-187/248-251 WYC - Parkari Community development program, Pakistan, Annual report 2015
22. QZA-12/0763-202 NLM - Community Mobilization Pre-project, Indonesia, Annual report 2015
23 QZA-12/0763-208/218-221 NMS - Green Livelihood Program in Western Ethiopia, Annual report 2015 
24. QZA-12/0763-153/191 NMS - Integrated program, Mali, Annual report 2015
25. QZA-12/0763-150 NMS - MLC Empowerment program, Madagascar, Annual report 2015
26. QZA-12/0763-172 PYM - FGM project among the Masaii, Kenya, Annual report 2015

Joyce Orowe tells about the work she has done in her Good Samaritan self-help-group on gender based violence. Her t-shirt says that “Ending Gender Based Violence 
Starts With Me!”.  (Foto: Sigbjørn P. Kiserud)
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Final Report 2013-2015
The fund’s support was part of the ongoing Digni-project conducted by Youth With A Mis-
sion (5 year period 2013-2017). The development goal, in brief, is the empowerment of 
rural Afghan women, through increasing primary education opportunity to promote peace 
and prosperity in rural Afghanistan.  The immediate outcomes of the project are:
• 15 village women completing secondary school and teacher education,
• Resulting in 100 girls per year in each of 15 rural villages graduating from secondary 

school from 2016.
 Due to a 2 ½  month delay in starting the teacher training the results below in-
clude achievements up to mid-March 2016.

Project Achievement  and Deviations:
In the period 2015-March 2016, 15 women completed secondary education (12th grade), 
teacher education.  All teachers have received full government teacher accreditation thus 
achieving the project goal for the period 2013-2015.  13 teachers started classes for 
village girls in March. Two teachers have not been able to start teaching due to security 
issues.  One teacher had to start teaching in her home for the same reason. 
 Strengthening partnership with local and national stakeholders is an ongoing goal. 
In the reporting period, village visits to most target villages were made, the provincial edu-
cation minister visited the project centre, a workshop for mullahs from all but 3 villages 
was held, and final accreditation of the teachers was approved at the national level by the 
Minister of Education. 
 A midterm evaluation, aimed at assessing goal achievement for the period 2013-
2015 was completed.  The report states that the project in all key respects is on track; 
that a ‘high quality’ education has been provided to the teachers; and, that the projects 
development purpose is likely to be largely achieved.  The only significant deviation from 
original plans was that the student teachers were recruited from only 10 villages not the 
planned 15. Reasons for this include security concerns and incorrect information on the 
status of girl’s education possibilities in some villages. 

5. EARMARKED FUNDING

5.1 EDUCATION IN AREAS OF CONFLICT
QZA-12/0763-210 Female Teacher Education Project, Afghanistan, Youth With A 
Mission
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In 2015, Digni was granted additional funds (7,2 million Norwegian kroner) for the edu-
cation projects in the project portfolio presented in the table below. This one-year grant 
was divided among a series of projects with education components that were initiated in 
2015.  All projects have progressed according to plans in 2015 apart from the project in 
Paraguay that was terminated. Those programs that continue after 2015 were included 
in the general project portfolio from 2016 onwards.  All in all, the grant contributed to an 
increased focus on the importance of education in our project portfolio and among our 
members and their partner organizations.

5.2 EDUCATION
Additional grant for education projects in the Digni project portfolio

Orga-
nisa-
tion

Organisa-
tion

Project name Period DAC code

PYM South and 
East Africa

Competence Building  Networks 
- Early Childhood

2015-2015 112.40-Early child-
hood education

PYM Kenya Tuinuane Women Project 2015-2015 240.40-Informal/
semi-formal financial 
intermediaries

PYM Kenya FPFK Early Childhood De-velop-
ment Programme

2015-2015 112.40-Early child-
hood education

PYM Paraguay Pre-project Paraguay 2015-2016 111.20-Education 
facilities and trai-
ning

PYM Somalia Integrated Education De-velop-
ment Program

2015-2015 111.20-Education 
facilities and trai-
ning

HP Nepal Empowering Parenthood in Ne-
pal

2015-2017 122.61- Health Edu-
cation

BS Kenya HIV Service, capacity building for 
the Good Sa-maritan Program

2015-2017 122.61-Health edu-
cation

NOR Cambodia FAST Family and School Trans-
formation

2015-2019 111.20-Education 
facilities and trai-
ning

NLM Ethiopia Bena Tsemai Pastoral Commu-
nity Development Project (BT-
PCDP)

2015-2017 112-Basic educa-
tion

NLM Ethiopia «Meda Wolabu Communi-ty Mo-
bilization Pilot Pro-ject» MWC-
MPP

2015-2015 112-Basic educa-
tion

Total education: NOK 7 199 873
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QZA-12/0763-211 Project Bridges, SAT-7 (NMS)

5.3 RIGHTS AND MINORITIES 
 OF FAITH AND BELIEF

The objective of this project1 is to increase public awareness of the importance of democ-
racy, diversity and dialogue, through a series of TV-programs highlighting current political 
affairs and minority issues in the MENA region. Given the ongoing situation in the area, it 
if fair to say that there are few achievements related to the project goal; issues related to 
acknowledging the rights of minorities, democracy, human rights, inclusive public dialogue 
based on shares citizenship. 
 The project has been carrying out its activities more or less according to plan. 
However, according to Amnesty International2, there has been a crackdown on people 
who dare to speak out for a fairer, more open society. This also affected the project:  On 
Saturday 10th of October, an unforeseen event took place in the SAT-7 studio in Egypt. 
Officers from Egypt’s Censorship Department came to the studio with a search warrant 
and removed items of equipment, including cameras and computers used for producing 
the different shows. The normal activities were severely disrupted. The situation remained 
uncertain until the 28th of January 2016, when the equipment finally was returned to the 
office in Cairo. 
 Nevertheless, in 2015, SAT-7 broadcasted 50 episodes of Bridges; 47 of them 
were live or pre-recorded, and 3 episodes were re-runs of previous episodes. Even though 
the project has presented a quality product and provided a platform to discuss and com-
municate relevant issues, the situation in the area is obviously worsening. The Executive 
Producer, is describing and intense situation, especially in Egypt and Syria, where people 
are responding, especially Christian minorities, to have opinions more similar to those 
before the Arab spring. They are turning against terms like democracy and freedom. Hav-
ing seen the rise of Islamists in Syria, the Christians are backing off, saying that they have 
given up on democracy. The project goal of talking about democracy, freedom and human 
rights issues, can lead you into trouble. This change, and the difficulties the project has 
experienced shows the immense and increasing need for a program like Bridges.  

1. QZA-12/0763-211 annual report 2015
2. https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/campaigns/2016/01/arab-spring-five-years-on/

Screenshot from a Bridges-broadcast live on YouTube.
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As a result of the positive evaluation of the International NMS Biogas Partnership Pro-
gramme (2011-2014) Malagasy Lutheran Church and NMS decided to apply for reflection 
year in the biogas project in Madagascar1. During this year various alternative Biogas 
constructions were considered. Nevertheless, the main result from the Biogas Project in 
2015 is the conclusion that the biogas digesters introduced from China by the Internation-
al Biogas Project 2011-2014 is the most suitable for Malagasy small-scale farmers when 
comparing lifetime and price. During 2015 initiatives were done to ensure the sustainabil-
ity of these biogas digesters: 
• Village Technicians were trained. 
• Spare parts for maintenance were sent to the three projects. 
• Negotiations with a trader to sell spare parts separately. 

During the follow-up and the training of Village Technicians information on problems, solu-
tions and advises on maintenance has been collected and a Maintenance manual has 
been prepared. This manual has become a useful tool in solving some problems with the 
biogas digesters.
 It was planned to build 1-2 pilot biogas systems in 2015 – if any appropriate 
techniques to test was found. Based on the visit to different biogas systems in Madagas-
car and experiences of the Norwegian evaluators about biogas in East Africa it was still 
concluded that the fixed-dome system from China is the best system when comparing cost 
to the lifetime of the digester.

5.4 CLEAN ENERGY
QZA-12/0763-240 NMS Madagascar biogas project - reflection year

QZA-12/0763-238 NMS Environment Project of ELCC

In Cameroon2 the main objective was to “promote the awareness of populations to cli-
mate change, help to identify and find sustainable solutions to the different problems they 
face”. However, due to unfortunate circumstances the project had to postpone its planned 
activities and funding from 2015 to 2016 – this is done in dialog with Digni, and it is ap-
proved by Norad.

1. QZA-12/0763-240 NMS Madagascar biogas project - reflection year. Annual report 2015
2. QZA-12/0763-238 NMS ENVIRONMENT PROJECT of ELCC” (Climate change awareness and fight against. Annual 
report 2015
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Background
On April 25 and May 12, 2015 devastating earthquakes hit Nepal. In Dhading, a district 
close to the epicenter:  92 % of the houses were severely damaged, 681 people killed, 
318 schools and 49 health posts and 51 government buildings collapsed, 22 292 live-
stock and 11 939 000 kg of food stocks lost during the disaster1.  United Mission to 
Nepal2 has 20 years’ experience of working in Dhading and was assigned to respond to 
7 Village Development Committees by the local authorities.  The villages were in remote 
places and challenging to reach due to destroyed infrastructure.  

Results
The United Mission to Nepal through its impressive local network and cooperation with 
multiple partners has been able reach all the appointed Village Development Committees 
successfully and provide: 
• In Dhading: 12 179 households with food and/non-food items while the plan was to 

reach 10205.
• In 12 other districts 4085 households were supported through other faith based part-

ners such as; Nepal Christian Relief Society and Rescue Nepal Network. The United 
Mission to Nepal contributed with funds and logistical support.

• Okhaldunga District was especially impacted by the second earthquake. Medical sup-
port to significant earthquake related injuries was given by Okhaldunga Community 
Hospital3, since the hospital was well built and was not damaged.

• The United Mission to Nepal’s health team, led by Dr. Stephen Coulter, an experienced 
trauma psychologist has provided trainings and workshops for 16 groups across Kath-
mandu. Psychological first aid training has been provided to 113 community paramed-
ics in Dhading. 1050 people have received psycho-social first aid. A leaflet providing 
psycho-social information and advice was distributed with the relief packages. 

Deviations
Due to impressive cost efficiency in implementation and local and international mobiliza-
tion of resources only approximately 52 % of funding from Norad was spent for the relief 
intervention. 
• When provision of helicopters where almost impossible to get, the Mission Aviation 

Fellowship offered to support and assume the costs of airlifting the relief materials to 
remote areas in North Dhading. This subsidized the transportation costs by 90%!

• Use of 300 volunteers.
• The United Mission to Nepal received free gift donations of 4 000 tarpaulins, 2 000 

blankets, 15 000 bars of soap and 2 000 utensils. 
• Due to unavailability, only one blanket was distributed instead of two.
• 14 Temporary Learning Shelters for children were built.
• After September the blockade of goods along the border to India, caused a lack of fuel 

and products which reduced the activity of relief work. 

5.5 NEPAL EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE 
Amount received from Norad: 2 500 000 NOK

1. The Government of Nepal Post Disaster Needs Assessment 2015. 
2. United Mission to Nepal is HimalPartners cooperation partner in Nepal. The United Mission to Nepal was established in 1956 
and is a Christian International Non-Governmental Organisation. It has long experience from Nepal and a broad network of local 
partners, local government and is well known for its network among communities at the grassroots level. 
3. Okhaldunga Community Hospital – established by The United Mission to Nepal in the 1960s.
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5.6 REGIONAL GRANTS
QZA-12/0763-151 Lovasoa, Madagascar (NMS)

LOVASOA CCCC is a project that tries to contribute to good governance and development 
of the civil society in Madagascar. Furthermore it sets out to create a meeting place for 
the historical relations between Norway and Madagascar through capacity building and 
experience sharing, national and international networking, historical documentation, cul-
tural cooperation and service and care for guests. More specifically, the project is working 
to enhance the environment friendly perspectives; increase the capacity for student facili-
tation and coordination of academic and cultural courses; and increase cultural exchange 
through the development of the cultural centre.

Activities carried out in 20151: 
• 95 students coming from nine different countries have received language courses 

including sign language. 
• 279 visitors for the museum, the archives and the library. 
• Two exhibitions have been organised.
• Six cultural evenings have been hosted (musical, artistic and social themes). 
• Four big events have been hosted as: the International Mother Language Day, the 

Women’s day, the Norwegian National Day and the Malagasy Independence Day. 
• 47 seminars, workshops and meetings with 1839 participants in total, from different 

institutions and NGOs. (An increase of 17% compared to 2014)
• 2253 guests and 3393 room nights. The number of guests has doubled compared to 

2014 due to the new building constructed. 

Administratively the responsibilities of each member of the administration on finances 
have been specified in the financial procedure manual, the auditors’ comments in the 
management letter followed up, and the financial report to the Executive management 
done monthly by the Finance Officer. Relational problems were discussed at staff meet-
ing and at team building session. Vision, objectives, Core values and Mission for Lovasoa 
Cross-cultural Competence Centre have been worked out together by the staff. It is also to 
be mentioned that Lovasoa has had independent and sustainable financing since 2014 
and 2015 has been the last year of support.

1. QZA-12/0763-151 NMS-Antsirabe Cross-Cultural Competence Centre, ACCCC. Annual report 2015
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QZA-1QZA-12/0763-152 ProVert, Madagascar (NMS)

2015 was an extension year between ProVert and Mampiaty1. Even though the project 
document for Mampiaty wasn’t approved, it was not an option to return to the ProVert 
results framework when the allocation was secured. The overall goal for 2015 was to 
increase the school enrolment of children with disabilities. For 2015, there also was an 
objective to start phasing out support to institutions previously supported through the 
ProVert program, and to engage in a process with a consultant to develop a new applica-
tion for 2016.
 In short, the allocation provided during the extension year has secured that even 
more learners received a relevant education in an environment adapted to their needs 
and abilities. The most important results are:
• 422 children with disabilities either hearing impaired or visually impaired were includ-

ed in a regular school setting.
• 617 children with hearing impairments (mainly severe impairment) received relevant 

primary, secondary or vocational training at one of the seven special schools for deaf.
• 225 children with visual impairments (mainly severe impairment) received relevant 

primary, secondary or vocational training at one of the seven special schools for blind.

Some of the other important results on each outcome include:

Outcome 1. Existing barriers to inclusion are addressed and eliminated.
One interesting result in 2015 was the Foibe Fanabeazana ny Marenina / Competence de-
partment and center for the Hearing Impaired Education lead training of nurse trainees at 
the medical school in Antsirabe. 28 future nurses received basic training in sign language, 
communication and needs of children with hearing impairments. In a long-term perspec-
tive this can hopefully lead to health personnel becoming part of effort to de-mystify 
specific illnesses linked to shame and social exclusion.

Outcome 2. Government and community resources reinforced and consolidated.
Few of the intended objectives were achieved as planned, but the agreement between 
Ministry of Education and Malagasy Lutheran Church, Madagascar is a huge step in a 
right direction. So is the facilitation of the Platform for Inclusive Education, where the 
Malagasy Lutheran Church and the special schools have played a decisive role. 

Outcome 3. Increased capacity of the Malagasy Lutheran Church education system.
More than 1000 teachers received training and sensitization about Inclusive education in 
2015. The trainings have been done by the special schools in the Foibe Fanabeazana ny 
Marenina / Competence department and center for the Hearing Impaired Education and 
Foibe Fanabeazana ny Jamba / Competence department and center for the Visually Im-
paired Education), and by Sekoly Fanomanana Mpampianatra / Teacher Training College. 
For the Foibe Fanabeazana ny Marenina / Competence department and center for the 
Hearing Impaired Education, 288 teachers in regular schools received training, 52 from 
public schools and 236 from private schools.

Most of the sensitization activities reached only parents with disabled children, and not 
parents and communities in general. Moreover, there were no expat in the project at this 
stage, so this explained parts of the deviation in the financial report. There was also some 
misunderstanding in terms of what could be financed and what could not be financed in 
2015 which explains quite substantial under expenditures. 

QZA-12/0763-153/191 NMS Integrated Program, Mopti region

The results from this project are described under section 2 - selected milestones. 

1. QZA-12/0763-151 NMS-Antsirabe Cross-Cultural Competence Centre, ACCCC. Annual report 2015
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5.7  QUALITY IN EDUCATION
Earmarked funding for quality in education and vocational training

In 2015, Digni was granted funds to work with quality in education and vocational training. 
More specifically, Digni aimed to build internal capacity on these themes, find cooperation 
partners and develop strategies for how Digni, its member organizations and their part-
ners in the South can work to improve results in the field of education. 
 As part of this work, Digni took the initiative to create a network of faith-based 
organizations looking to enhance their work in education. Through a series of meetings, 
representatives from Digni, ADRA, Caritas and the Strømme Foundation have explored 
and shared experiences within the field. After setting priorities, they agreed to meet up 
with partners in the south to explore models for Green Technical Vocational Education and 
Training. The four organizations work in different countries but they plan to work on re-
gional level in order to achieve mutual knowledge sharing and possibly create or connect 
to regional networks on Green Technical Vocational Education and Training. The network 
has also been in contact with Norwegian academics specialized in vocational training area 
to draw from their experience and has made a brief mapping of Norwegian businesses op-
erating in the relevant countries. Due to limited capacity in Digni and the other organiza-
tions, the main activity got transferred to 2016 and Norad approved the transfer of parts 
of the grant to 2016.
 It is worth mentioning that Digni also submitted three papers to Vision 2030. All 
three were approved and included in the collection of papers published on the website. A 
representative from Digni also took part in the Vision 2030/conference held in Trondheim 
in the beginning of 2015.   

Students in a small village school outside Kisumu in Kenya. (Foto: Sigbjørn P. Kiserud)
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6. EVALUATIONS

Overview
In the agreement between Norad and Digni for 2013-2017, Norad states that Digni should 
include a compilation of the main learnings and follow up of the evaluations in the annual 
report, 27 external evaluations were conducted in 2015. Some of them were carried out in 
2014, but the final report was not ready until 2015. These are included in the list of evalu-
ations since they are part of the reporting for 2015. Some evaluations that were planned 
for 2015 have been postponed due to various reasons. These are mentioned in the list, 
and will be part of the reporting for 2016. In 2013, Digni adopted a new evaluation policy 
and a guideline for monitoring and evaluation. These guidelines include more specific 
follow up routines for Dignis members and for the Digni secretariat as mentioned in last 
year’s report. In the list attached, all the reports that are registered in Norad’s database 
have been marked (see attachment one).  

Quality of reports
In general the reports are of high quality and are conducted by competent evaluation 
teams. Participatory methodology is often used to collect data and the analyses of the 
findings are satisfactory. As a general rule the stakeholders, partners and beneficiaries 
are highly involved, and the evaluations are used as a learning experience. Digni experi-
ences that recommendations are taken into account in strategic project planning and 
implementation. 
 The reports provides good documentation of the results and most reports fol-
low the Terms of Reference and address the main issues and results according to the 
approved plans. However, some evaluators still miss a good baseline. Digni has been 
emphasizing this, the last couple of years, and we expect to see the result of this in the 
up-coming years.

Main learning points
The evaluations have documented many positive outcomes and achievements from the 
different projects.
• Monitoring and reporting routines need to be developed further. For example, it is 

important that the scope of the activities matches the human resources and that a 
proper monitoring system is in place from the beginning. This would have eased the 
follow-up and the documentation of the results.

• When opening new intervention areas, it is important that technical personnel are 
involved and participate during the whole process; including planning and the design 
of follow-up tools (e.g. indicators establishment).

• Secure and stable employment in the projects leads to stability and good implemen-
tation of the projects. Hence, it is important to generate the necessary conditions to 
provide such stability.

• In some evaluations building partnership with other organizations, and networking 
within communities, has been emphasized as key factor for success, and important 
for the sustainability of the program.

• Some of the projects get the clear recommendation to focus more on gender issues. 
Women inclusion is essential and, for communities to move forward, full inclusion of 

6.1 EXTERNAL PROJECT EVALUATIONS
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all is an important element.
• From HIV/AIDS work we see that individual and group empowerment of People living 

with HIV/AIDS is essential to help them demand their rights before the respective bod-
ies. 

• Participation of People living with HIV/AIDS in training activities – by providing their life 
histories – has been vital to change habits and attitudes of students and parents. It is 
being recommended that such strategy could be used in other interventions as well.

• In Afghanistan the worsening of the security situation has postpones two planned 
evaluations, and reduced one to an internal evaluation due to the difficulties of bring-
ing external consultants into the area. This will be followed up strategically in the 
assessment of what role the organizations can play under these circumstances in a 
country like Afghanistan.

 
Digni follow up
Digni will follow up on the findings and recommendations made in the evaluation reports 
and use them actively in the follow-up of existing projects and when considering new pro-
ject proposals. Digni will also follow up with member organizations and partners to ensure 
that they themselves use the recommendations of the evaluation actively to improve the 
management of the projects. As an example we can mentioned a project evaluation in 
Paraguay was used to finalize a project in 2015, instead of resulting in a new project pe-
riod. This due to some critical issues connected to local ownership and sustainability. 
 Improved timing and planning of evaluations: Digni in dialog with member organi-
zations have been working systematically to improve the timing of project evaluations. As 
a result of this, projects planning to apply for a second project phase are now encouraged 
to carry out the external evaluations one year prior to the final year of the ongoing project. 
In this manner the partner organization can make use of the findings and the recommen-
dations when planning for the new project phase.  Likewise, Digni also has the evaluation 
report of the project when appraising the application and making a decision of continuing 
the project or not. The improved timing of project evaluations have resulted in improved 
learning and follow-up of project recommendations, since they are incorporated into the 
new application of the new project phase. 
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SECRETARIAT
PART TWO:

Digni was set up to administer the funds, given by 
Norad, to the development projects of its members. 
As the cooperation between Norad and Digni has 
developed from project agreements to framework 
agreements, the importance of securing the quality 
of the portfolio has become more and more essen-
tial. Apart from administering the framework agree-
ment  – Digni is involved in the following working 
areas: 
• Competence building of members and partners
• Lobby and communication work 
• Innovation and agenda-setting
• Networking 
The following is a short presentation of Digni’s 
ambitions, achievements, failures, internal compe-
tence building, and its anti-corruption work.

WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE DO
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1.1 WHAT ARE DIGNI’S AMBITIONS?

Looking at the big picture, Digni wants to contribute to a world without poverty, where jus-
tice prevails and rights are respected – and where the planet is sustained and cared for. 
This aim is far beyond what Digni can do alone. Therefore, Digni initiates and take part in 
the establishment of networks and other forms of cooperation with different actors. 
 Given that Digni is a self-critical organization, constantly striving to improve quality 
and work more efficiently towards its goals, it emphasizes the importance of innovation 
and discussions with internal and external actors.
 Digni focuses on building strong partnerships, efficiency, leadership and organiza-
tional development. This is done to empower its members and partners to conduct their 
work.  
 Digni strives to keep development and poverty reduction on the agenda. In order 
to do this it has focused more and more on advocacy, communication, and lobbying. Digni 
seeks to engage a broader civil society in its attempts to influence this agenda. 

1.2 WHAT HAS DIGNI ACHIEVED?

The quality control of the programs and projects are dealt with in other parts of this report. 
The following focuses on some of the successful activities done by the Digni secretariat in 
2015. Some of these achievements are a result of processes dating back several years, - 
but Digni has kept its focus and put efforts into the continued development also in 2015

Religion and development
Digni was the organization to raise the issue of religion and development in Norway. In 
addition to that, Digni has been heavily involved on the international 
arena. It is active in several networks of religious organizations, univer-
sities, NGO’s, and governments working on the issue:
• Digni established cooperation with the UN. 
• It is a part of the efforts conducted by the World Bank. 
• In 2015 Digni organized the Donor-UN-Faith (DUF) consultation in 

New York. 
• Digni has also been active in putting religion on the OECD agenda, 

as well taking part in discussions with the German government on 
how to organize the religion and development work worldwide. This 
is being done through an initiative called Partnership on Religion 
and Development.  

• Digni was part of the Norwegian delegation to the UN women’s 
annual meeting (CSW). They managed to convince the Norwegian 
delegation to lift the issues of religions possible positive contribu-
tion to the women’s rights struggle. Faith Based Organizations were 
for the first time included in the final document of any such confer-
ence.

Anti-corruption
Together with its member, Wycliffe, Digni has developed an anti-corruption training course. 
This training course is being used in projects outside the Digni portfolio.

1. SECRETARIAT REPORTS

Report from the consultation in New York in 2015 
may be downloaded from digni.no.
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Agriculture
Digni has laid the foundation for a future cooperation between Norad, Norges Vel, The de-
velopment foundation, Kverneland (one of the biggest plough factories in the world) and 
possibly Norfund to introduce agricultural equipment, which may make better use of water 
and thereby increase the harvest substantially. Testing has been done in Zimbabwe.

Education
Digni has established cooperation between several Christian churches and organizations, 
beyond its members, to investigate possibilities of developing better models for voca-
tional training. Historically, the worldwide church has been the most important provider of 
schools and education. Hence, Digni has initiated discussions with UNICEF (Central office) 
on how to involve the churches in providing education for all.

“Use your talents”
Based on a biblical parable, a partner church in Madagascar – in cooperation with Digni 
– has developed a tool for involving the local congregation in local development work. This 
is a low cost approach, using the local competence and capacity (talents) to make positive 
changes in their neighborhoods. The approach has been presented to actors in several 
countries, and it is spreading fast. 

NGO forum
Digni took the initiative to establish an NGO forum. This Forum managed to convince the 
politicians to reverse the government’s budget proposal to reduce the funding of civil soci-
ety by 2/3. The Forum is still active and works mainly on issues related to the importance 
of civil society, and the need for a development minister in Norway.

Network meetings
Annually, Digni organizes two or three regional network meetings with its members and 
partners. Through these meetings Digni has managed to put innovation, learning and 
competence building on the agenda

Organizational reviews
Digni has built organizational and leadership competence within its secretariat; so that it 
can assist its members and partners in their organizational development activities. Digni 
is conducting 2-3 such reviews every year to make sure that; the “line” from Digni to the 
projects is functioning well, that the organizations along the line (including Digni itself) are 
delivering high quality work, and that all kind of corruption is fought.

1. SECRETARIAT REPORTS

Participants on the 2015 net-
work meetings in Bolivia (left) 
and Madagascar (right).
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1.4 INTERNAL COOPERATION IN THE “DIGNI-UMBRELLA”

As it has already been mentioned, Digni organizes annual networks meetings where part-
ners, members and Digni meet. Competence building and sharing is a key component of 
these regional seminars. 
 Digni also hold “Membership days” where Digni and its members spend two days 
looking at plans, reports, experiences etc. Here too, Digni tries to lift the importance of 
competence building – and usually a couple of thematic areas are put on the agenda.

1.3 FAILURES

If all Digni did was successful, it would only convey that it had not taken sufficient risks. 
Hence, there are of course examples of failures within the Digni portfolio. These cases are 
not dealt with there. Nevertheless, this part of the report will present some of the issues 
where Digni, as secretariat, has not been successful

50 years evaluations
What is the long-term impact of the development assistance? Digni has tried to advocate 
for a “50 years evaluations”. The idea has been to choose one country and investigate the 
role of the Digni partners and members – and the contribution from Digni. Is it possible 
to attribute positive changes within the country to the efforts, or not? So far, this has not 
been successful.

Minister of development
Digni believes that the attention and focus on development politics has been weakened, 
due to the fact that Norway no longer has a Minister of Development. Digni has both on its 
own and through the NGO Forum, lifted the issues without any success so far.

Processes
With regards to the Digni led agriculture project and education projects; the progress has 
not been according to plan. Digni has to acknowledge that the timeline were too opti-
mistic. The experience has taught Digni that the setting up of cooperative projects, with 
several actors involved, takes more time than anticipated. 

Processes
Digni had planned to revise its “ethical guidelines”, and there were plans to develop policy 
documents on “human rights” as well as “religion and development”. These documents 
were not written/revised.

Representatives from all of Digni’s member-organizations on Digni’s “membership-days” in Hurdal February 2015.
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1.5 ANTI-CORRUPTION WORK

Digni strives to continually improve the capacity to prevent, detect and respond to all 
cases of mismanagement in the Digni chain, in accordance with the zero-tolerance policy 
of the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In addition to this, the Digni secretariat also 
focused on following up the recommendations made in the review of our anti-corruption 
efforts, conducted by KPMG in 2014. The following efforts were made:
 All new projects are required to hand in a Financial Management Checklist, as 
part of the project application. This allows Digni to ensure the quality of financial systems 
in the partner organizations from the very start of the project.
 The Anti-corruption grassroots course developed by Wycliffe in 2011 has been 
highly successful and widely used by Digni members and several partner organizations for 
training of employees of non-governmental organizations, religious leaders, government 
employees, university students and others. Digni supported Wycliffe in the work of revis-
ing and updating of the course in 2015. The third edition of the course will be launched in 
early 2016.

Transparency and communication on financial mismanagement
The KPMG report recommended Digni to enhance communication and sharing of good 
practices among Digni members and the public as a whole:
• Digni shared a series of checklists and questionnaires with its member organizations 

to enable improved follow up of financial mismanagement. 
• When Digni’s new website was launched in 2015, a separate page was dedicated to 

Digni’s anti-corruption work. We aim, through the information provided on this page, 
to be transparent about our work to prevent, detect and handle corruption, and the 
specific cases reported from our projects.

• The issue of corruption is often discussed in our yearly meeting with the financial offic-
ers of our member organizations. In 2015, their auditors were also invited to take part 
in a session on experience sharing related to previous cases of mismanagement.

• Anti-corruption work is also raised in our biyearly network meetings with members and 
partners in West Africa and Latin America. 

• As part of the follow up from the KPMG report, Digni has improved its internal registra-
tion of reported cases of mismanagement. This has allowed us to create statistics and 
conduct better follow up of ongoing cases.

Capacity development of Digni staff
Like building capacity among Digni staff and members on dealing with financial and non-
financial irregularities
• Given that financial irregularities and sexual exploitation are often part of the same 

complaint, the Digni secretariat felt a need to enhance skills on investigation of com-
plaints of sexual abuse and exploitation. In November 2015, Digni arranged a four-
day workshop on planning, conducting and managing investigations of cases of staff 
misconduct, with a focus on allegations of sexual exploitation and abuse of affected 
populations. CHS Alliance, earlier Humanitarian Accountability Partnership, facilitated 
the workshop. Eight staff members from Digni and eight representatives from our 
member organizations took part in this training.

• One staff member took part in a course on investigation of corruption (SAMPOL609) 
at the University of Bergen. The course discusses corruption in different contexts and 
is in parts adapted to the context of development work abroad. 

• Digni’s financial controller conducted internal capacity building for the senior advisors, 
to ensure a more holistic follow up and improve their capacity to detect mismanage-
ment in projects.
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1.6 DIGNI SECRETARIAT IN NUMBERS
ADMINISTRATION OF FUNDS

PERSONELL
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ATTACHMENTS

• List of external evaluations



 ATTACHMENT: 
This is a list of the external evaluations conducted in 2015. 

Org. 

Prog-

ram 

code 

Digni 

nr 
QZA-nr 

Name of 

project/program 

Type of 

evaluation 

Deviations 

Comments 

Norad 

Datab. 

BS BDI 10695 

QZA-

12/0763-

3 

BS - Peace and 

Reconciliation in 

Burundi 

Mid-Term 

Postponed to 

2016 

N/A 

PYM KEN 10363 

QZA-

12/0763-

170 

PYM-FPFK, HIV and 

AIDS 
Final 

As planned X 

NOR MLI 10530 

QZA-

12/0763-

166 

NOR-Health Garden 

in Tomora 
Final 

As planned X 

NLM CIV 10741 

QZA-

12/0763-

56-57 

NLM-Hope for All Mid-Term 

As planned X 

PYM KEN 10518 

QZA-

12/0763-

171 

PYM-Tuinuane 

Women Project 
Final 

As planned X 

NLM ETH 10452 

QZA-

12/0763-

59-62 

NLM-Raytu Comm. 

Dev. Project (RCDP) 
Mid-Term 

As planned Will be in 

Norad’s 

database in 

July/Aug 

 

NLM ETH 10403 

QZA-

12/0763-

58 

NLM-Filtu Food 

Security Project 

(FFSP). 

Mid-term 

As planned X 

NLM ETH 10785 

QZA-

12/0763-

226 

NLM- Meda Wolabu 

Community 

Mobilization Pilot 

Project 

Pilot 

project 

evaluation. 

The project 

started up 

2015 and 

came on the 

evaluation list 

by a mistake. 

N/A 

DNM COG 10688 

QZA-

12/0763-

17 

DNM – Women’s 

Rights in Church 

and Society in The 

Republic of Congo 

Final 

As planned X 

NMS ETH 10775 

QZA-

12/0763-

208 

NMS-Green 

Livelihood Program 

in Western Ethiopia 

(Green LIP) 

Final 

Postponed to 

2016 

N/A 

NMS MAG 10626 

QZA-

12/0763-

146-149 

NMS-Malagasy 

Integrated Rural 

Development 

Program (phase II) 

Mid-term 

 

Postponed to 

2016 

N/A 

FA MOZ 10755 
QZA-

12/0763-

FA- Agricultural 

Project 
Mid-Term 

The project 

was finalized 

N/A 
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29 in June 2015. 

FA RAF 10703 

QZA-

12/0763-

30 

FA - Development 

and Capacity 

Building through 

Faith Based 

Facilitation 

Final 

As planned X 

FA SWA 10443 

QZA-

12/0763-

34 

FA-Mzunduza 

Community Care 

Programme 

Final 

Changed to 

an internal 

evaluation 

N/A 

KRIK KEN 10732 

QZA-

12/0763-

46 

KRIK - "Sports for 

promoting youth 

social inclusion, 

skills development 

and improving 

wellbeing of young 

people in East 

Africa" 

 

 

Final 

As planned X 

KRIK TAN 10733 

QZA-

12/0763-

47 

KRIK - "East Africa 

Cup - One week in 

Moshi - the whole 

year in the 

community" 

Final 

As planned X 

KMM SEN 10742 

QZA-

12/0763-

44-45 

KMM- Ker Yaakaar - 

Community 

Development In 

Senegal 

Mid-Term 

As planned X 

MM ZIB 10713 

QZA-

12/0763-

51 

MM-Chabadza, 

Community 

development 

programme 

Mid-Term 

As planned X 

NOR IND 10680 

QZA-

12/0763-

164 

NOR-Development 

Support Program 

for Stone Quarry 

Affected 

Communities 

Mid-Term 

Changed to 

an external 

evaluation 

2017. An 

internal Mid-

Term 

evaluation 

was part of 

LWSIT’s org. 

evaluation. 

N/A 

NLM INS 10769 
 

NLM Community 

Mobilization Pre-

Project 

Final 

 

Changed to 

an internal 

evaluation 

N/A 

NLM MNG 10605 

QZA-

12/0763-

99 

NLM-Strengthening 

Primary Health Care 

Pro (SPH) 

Mid-Term 

As planned X 

UiO AFG 10746 QZA- UiO-Female Teacher Mid-Term Due to N/A 
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12/0763-

185 

Education Program, 

Afghanistan, 2013-

2017. 

security 

reasons, the 

evaluation 

was not 

carried out 

well enough. 

Decided to 

use it as an 

internal 

evaluation. 

WYC PAK 10617 

QZA-

12/0763-

188 

WYC-Kachhi 

Community Dev. 

Program 

Mid-Term 

Changed to 

an internal 

evaluation 

N/A 

DELF PAL 10754 

QZA-

12/0763-

9 

DELF- Conflict 

Transformation in 

the Palestinian 

Areas 

Mid-Term 

As planned X 

DNM AFG 10592 

QZA-

12/0763-

15 

DNM-Mental Health 

Training Center, 

Herat (MHTC) 

Mid-Term 

Postponed 

due to 

security 

situation. 

N/A 

DNM AFG 10624 

QZA-

12/0763-

16 

DNM-Rehabilitation 

Disabled People in 

Faryab 

Mid-Term 

Postponed 

due to 

security 

situation 

N/A 

HP NPL 10050 

QZA-

12/0763-

37 

HP- Kathmandu 

University Outreach 

Centers 

Final 

As planned X 

HP NPL 10749 

QZA-

12/0763-

42 

HP-Mainstreaming 

Mental Health in 

Nepal through Self 

Advocacy 

Final 

As planned. X 

NMA CHN 10745 

QZA-

12/0763-

122 

NMA-Longchuan 

DPF 
Mid-Term 

Project ended 

in 2014, and 

planned 

evaluation 

canceled. 

N/A 

NOR BGD 10628 

QZA-

12/0763-

157-160 

NOR-Integr. Progr. 

for Community 

Capacity Building 

Mid-Term 

Canceled. An 

internal 

evaluation 

carried out 

instead. 

N/A 

DNM COL 10623 

QZA-

12/0763-

19 

DNM-Childhood and 

gender, Colombia; 

strengthening rights 

Mid-term 

external 

evaluation 

As planned X 

DNM COL 10738 
QZA-

12/0763-

DNM-“Community 

transformation for 

Mid-term 

external 

As planned X 
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20 peace” Colombia. evaluation 

NMA BOL 10700 

QZA-

12/0763-

115-119 

NMA-Tropical North 

Development 

Program (PDNT) 

Mid-Term 

External 

Evaluation 

Carried out 

but not good 

enough to 

give status as 

an external 

evaluation. A 

new final 

evaluation 

planned for in 

2017 

N/A 

NMA ECU 

10070 

 

 

10638 

QZA-

12/0763-

123-128 

 

QZA-

12/0763-

129-130 

NMA-Community 

Development 

Project, Guayaquil 

 

 

NMA-Lets’ Talk 

about HIV-AIDS 

Final 

 

As planned 

Will be in 

Norad’s 

database in 

July/Aug 

 

NMS MDG 10761 

QZA-

12/0763-

150 

NMS MLC 

Empowerment 

program 2013-17 

Mid-Term 

External 

Evaluation 

As planned X 

BS KEN 10661 

QZA-

12/0763-

5 

BS-HIV and the 

course material to 

churches in Kenya 

Final 

As planned X 

FA COD 10766 

QZA-

12/0763-

25 

Kinshasa Fight 

against Sex 

Trafficking 

Final 

As planned X 

NLM ETH 10619 

QZA-

12/0763-

65 

NLM-Reducing 

Maternal Mortality 

(RMM) 

Mid-Term 

Carried out by 

local 

government, 

but not good 

enough to 

give status as 

an external 

evaluation 

N/A 

NLM KEN 10719 

QZA-

12/0763-

93 

NLM-Tana North 

Water and 

Sanitation Project 

Mid-Term 

As planned X 

NMS ETH 10647 

QZA-

12/0763-

144 

Etiopian IRD 

program (ikl. Begi-

G, Nonno, Bikilal 

and Bodji) 

Final 

Project 

integrated in 

QZA-

12/0763-

208, and 

evaluation 

postponed to 

2016 

N/A 

UIO ETH 10597 
QZA-

12/0763-

UIO-Education and 

Basic Life Skills in 
Mid-Term 

As planned X 
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186 Arsi 

NOR IND 10481 

QZA-

12/0763-

163 

NOR-Socio-

Economic 

Empowerment with 

Peace and 

Reconciliation 

Project 

Mid-Term 

Will be 

integrated in 

organizational 

review of 

LWSIT 

N/A 

NMA BOL 10430 

QZA-

12/0763-

110 

NMA-HIV/AIDS, El 

Alto town 

 

Final 

As planned X 

NMA BOL 10374 

QZA-

12/0763-

103-108 

NMA-Integrated 

Dev., Interandean 

Valleys. 

Final 

As planned X 

NMA BOL 
10637 

 

QZA-

12/0763-

111-

114/192 

NMA - Urban and 

Rural Zones Local 

Development 

Mid-Term 

As planned X 
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